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Scribblings March Digest 

 

SCRIBBLINGS today highlights the 30th anniversary of Operation Granby, Desert 
Shield and Desert Storm and reveals how war in the Gulf exercised and concentrated  
the minds of the military and the media.  It was but nine years since both sides of the 
media communications divide had clashed over coverage of the Falklands conflict.  
Would it be any different in 1991? This was to be the first real TV war. And the first 
time that formed media operations Reservist units, not involved in the South Atlantic 
in 1982, were fully involved at home and in the Middle East. 

The unique membership base of the Pen & Sword Club -  which brings together the 
defence communications fraternity - contends that while there will always be a 
tension between the participants it is not impossible to co-operate in bringing the 
facts of conflict to the public in a way that satisfies the military’s needs for secrecy on 
one hand and publicity and transparency on the other.   

Scribblings makes full use of extracts from Despatches, the former journal of the TA 
Pool of Information Officers, so ably compiled and edited by Territorial  Lt Colonel 
Lawrie Phillips, in its six-year life.  The contributors to this digest of the military and 
media relationship of the operation are all members of the Pen & Sword Club and all 
have added value to the improvement of conflict reporting in the years that have 
followed.  How successfully the hard-won experience and the lessons they learned 
have been followed and developed is the likely subject of a future Scribblings. 

Front Cover: Courtesy of Terence Cuneo 
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Operation Granby – I was in for a 
shock! Actual and specific PR 
planning was scant: A view from the 
Ministry. 

By HUGH COLVER: President of the Pen & Sword Club: formerly Chief of Public 
Relations, Ministry of Defence and a major player in Operation Granby. 

 

IT IS A CONSISTENT feature of wars and conflicts going back as far as we reasonably can that 
nations are generally ill prepared even despite sometimes apparently having the military 
capabilities in place for some kind of confrontation.  WW1, WW2, Korea and the Falklands 
Conflict come to mind. Contingency planning, operational plans, scenario gameplaying – all of 
that work could hardly have been expected to predict precisely how events, political and 
military, would unfold, writes Hugh Colver, President of The Pen & Sword Club.  

This is as true in the communications context as it is in the political and military spheres.  
And, of course some scenarios are more easy to predict than others.  As the summer began in 
1990 who would have imagined that within months we would be engaged, alongside our US, 
Saudi and other coalition partners, in an attempt to expel an invading army from a country far 
from home and in the Middle East?   

The  invasion of Kuwait by its Iraqi neighbour, with at least the implication of an onward march 
into Saudi Arabia, represented a threat and a challenge the like of which few would have 
envisaged. 

The origins of this war, the story of how we collectively dealt with it, the politics and decisions 
around the aftermath and the eventual and perhaps inevitable Gulf War 2 - and the story of 
how the war was fought, and the men and women involved - are matters that have been much 
written about.  
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It is good to see the Pen & Sword Club through the vehicle of Scribblings giving the subject a 
thorough airing 30 years on and I am delighted to take this opportunity to reflect on my own 
experience of it. Mine is a view from the centre, a long way from the “front”, and I will not try to 
paint on too broad a canvas but pick up on some points and snapshots that few other people 
could write about. 

I was, at the time. what was then known as Chief of Public Relations at the Ministry of Defence, 
so the public presentation of this war and the handling of the media were my responsibility 

and I reported to the Secretary of State, 
the Permanent Under Secretary of State 
and the Chief of the Defence Staff.  

The three one-star Directors of Public 
Relations, one for each service,  were my 
military deputies and I had a staff that 
spread from Main Building out to all the 
Commands all over the UK and the 
world.  So, this is a view from that 
perspective and in a few words, I can 
only give a sense of the execution of 
those responsibilities with a few specific 
snapshots. 

To return first to the issue of 
preparedness, this was for us probably 
one of the least anticipated scenarios.  

And yet at the time we seemed well prepared on the communications front because of the 
work we had done in the preceding months and years.  That may come as a surprise to some 
people so I will explain. 

• I had returned (from Scotland Yard where I had been the Deputy Director of 
Information) to the MoD in 1985 as Deputy Chief of Public Relations.  The Falklands 
Conflict was very much in my mind as I asked the very early question about our 
communications plans for incidents, conflict and war.  I had been at 10 Downing Street 
for the Falklands and had been involved, and kept a close eye on, the lessons learned 
exercises.  Now back at the MoD I was in for a shock.  

We were three years on from that conflict with all its “PR” challenges and I soon realised we 
were ill-prepared for anything similar in communications terms.  The military of course had 
operational plans for a great variety of eventualities.  But where was the communications s 
plan for each of these?  The answer was rapidly apparent – there were plenty of professionals 
around among the civilian staff, and especially among the reservists and to some extent the 
regular military, and they would have applied their expertise to any scenario, but actual and 
specific planning was scant. 

I knew it was important, not only because it was obviously necessary from an operational 
comms viewpoint but also because unless it was written into the military's operational plans 
we would struggle to deploy, and we would struggle to get the resources we needed – even 
seats on transport to go to theatre. 

To sort that side of it we appointed a Colonel level military officer as Assistant Chief of Public 
Relations (Military). The first was a man who became my friend - Colonel Peter Sincock. His 
job in straightforward terms was to get a PR Annex into every operational plan.   

It was one thing of course to have national plans but in most scenarios beyond our shores we 
would expect to operate with partner or coalition forces.  That meant NATO and we quickly 
discovered that there was a need to turn this planning into a NATO wide effort so that when 
faced with conflict or war we would have a decent comms framework and plans in place.  With 
particular support from my colleagues in the Pentagon, we quickly developed these plans, and 
I spent many hours in NATO meetings with colleagues from the nations developing and 
refining the principles and the plans.  And thank goodness we did that work! 
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Of course, we had to ensure that the MoD itself would operate satisfactorily from a comms 
point of view in a conflict scenario.  My role with the Secretary of State and other Ministers 
ensured that side of it would work fine but I also needed a seat at the table so that I was privy 
to the key decisions and the thinking behind them and could give advice relevant to my 
responsibilities.  I already attended the CDS, and PUS weekly Chiefs and senior staffs 

meetings and it was soon established that I would 
have a regular seat in the Operations Room at top level 
meetings run by DCDS (Commitments), and in time of 
conflict and war, a seat at the Chiefs of Staff table.   

This turned out to be crucial and it is a great credit to 
the top military and civil service that this was agreed 
without demur.  I should mention here one of our 
Honorary Vice Presidents,  Air Chief Marshal Sir 
Patrick Hine, pictured left,  was Joint Commander of 
British Forces and of course briefed the Chiefs 
regularly. A very effective and distinguished 
commander. I remember that he felt very constrained 
on at least one occasion by the MoD rules around 
“unattributable” and “on the record”.  He made his 
views very clear to me.  We later became colleagues at 
British Aerospace Defence. 

As I have said already, the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait and 
the need to put together a plan and the resources to 
eject Saddam Hussein's forces, was not high on the 
predicted conflicts list.  However, when it happened, 

and people asked me how we would handle it from a comms perspective my colleagues and I 
quickly realised that given our level of planning we could adapt our plans to this challenge.  

 Certainly, given that the immediate conversations were with the Americans, I agreed early on 
with my opposite number in the Pentagon, Assistant Secretary of Defense (Public Affairs) Pete 
Williams, that we would seek to adjust our plans to fit the operational needs we faced. 
Everything now flowed from that decision and I cannot emphasise enough the importance of 
planning and preparedness.   

There were, though, more than a few challenges. 

As plans developed on the military side it became apparent very quickly that Saudi Arabia 
would be the headquarters and centre of operations.  Challenge No.1.  Saudi Arabia was not 
and is not a member of NATO.   It was difficult enough for the Saudis to imagine hundreds of 
thousands of military personnel on their soil, with all the accompanying logistical 
requirements, supplies, camps, airbases and multiplicity of hardware.   

 And if the idea of all these soldiers and airmen perhaps being tempted to drink, perhaps 
reading inappropriate literature, having no understanding of the culture and practices of the 
country in which they now found themselves – and including of course significant numbers of 
women who would not be inclined or expected to wear the burqa or hijab in a military 
environment – wasn't bad enough, the likes of Pete Williams and myself were saying that the 
media would descend on the country in droves.  All completely anathema to the Saudis and 
the cause of great anxiety. 

I held many meetings with contacts at the Saudi Embassy in London and of course many 
discussions with Editors and other media representatives who were all telling me what they 
needed, how many people they wished to deploy and of course they needed to know how we 
would ensure they could get into the country, where they would base themselves and what 
organisation we had for receiving them, accommodating them, enabling their communications 
and briefing them. 

It was made very clear to me very early on that the Saudis were very reluctant to accept this 
media invasion.  It is a long story, but we ended up in a situation in which I had to sign 
personally on behalf of HMG the visa documentation for every journalist, photographer, and tv 
and radio tech crew that deployed to Saudi during the war.   
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Numbers were limited and I had some very difficult decisions to make about some of the 
reporters. There were many tricky conversations with Editors and News Editors because I had 
to ration numbers and had to reassure the Saudis that the media would be under some kind of 
“control”.  I leave you to imagine what that was like! 

Incidentally, as with so many aspects, as I read Mark Laity's excellent contribution to the Pen 
& Sword NewsNote, Scratchings I did, as he suggested we all would, find it hard to imagine 
how this would all play out in the current media environment and faced with the kind of media 
we have today.  As Mark said, we found it all pretty difficult at the time but by today's 
standards I suspect the media I dealt with were relatively understanding and co-operative – but 
it didn't feel much like it at the time! 

We had particular trouble with the “mavericks” as we called them.  Journalists and tv crews 
who would roam free in theatre and turn up unexpectedly in all sorts of places.  I warned of the 
dangers (mainly to themselves) of this many times but regarded it as inevitable.  As we have 
seen with more accessible conflicts, for instance in the Balkans, that is the norm you have to 
deal with.  We must always keep in mind that in the Falklands and in Saudi we had a degree of 
“control” which cannot normally be expected or assumed.  The media need to do their job and 
by their very nature they are driven by the need to get the story, preferably at first hand.  We 
should expect nothing less. 

As part of our US/UK and NATO wide planning for these eventualities, we and the Americans 
certainly, and most of the other partners, had agreed that we would seek to embed groups of 
media with deployed forces.  Fortunately, we had some in theatre preparation time. The 
Director of PR for the Army at the time, Brigadier Brian Dutton, went to Saudi to establish how 
this would be achieved on the ground.  His rank and his obvious credibility with his senior 
military colleagues was of course crucial in achieving what we achieved.   

No need for detail here because the stories have been and are being told, but we did have 
teams of media embedded with the Army in particular, and although there were some difficult 

moments, and some journalists found it very 
uncomfortable professionally, from our perspective 
it worked. Some commanders embraced it very 
well, briefed and indeed trusted their embedded 
journalists, and achieved some remarkable results 
in terms of both relationships and output.  

 In this context I have to mention General Sir Rupert 
Smith (then Major General and commanding 1st 
Armoured Division in theatre at the time).  An 
outstanding commander who understood the 
inevitable public nature of the war in a way that 
many others did not.   

When mentioning outstanding commanders, I 
should also mention General Sir Peter de la Billiere 
who commanded British Forces in theatre.  As is 
the case with these appointments, I think he had a 
day in the MoD to meet key people and understand 
their perspectives and what was expected before 
deploying to Saudi.   

Given his SAS background one might imagine that 
PR and comms would not be at the top of his mind 
but on that day, he came to see me, and we had a 
long talk about the challenges.  I remember being 
struck by his awareness of the inevitable very 

public war he was about to fight.  He understood completely how important it would be to 
carry the British people with us in this conflict, the challenge presented by the inevitable 
casualties and how necessary it was to accommodate and brief the media. 

We made an early decision – which I've never been sure everybody understood – that the 
operations and conduct of the war itself should be briefed in theatre.  
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• I did not wish to attempt to brief this in London.  That is why the understanding of the 
military commanders was so important, especially in the context of accepting 
responsibility to brief the media as well as possible regardless of the constraints and 
difficulties.  This meant that we had to have a briefer in Saudi to give the daily briefings 
in theatre – brief the war, in other words.  

 We had mixed success with this I have to be honest but the stand-out success for me was 
Group Captain Niall Irving, a Tornado pilot squadron commander who was known to me before 
the war.  Niall had just been appointed to head up the RAF Presentation team, so he was an 
obvious choice – and turned out to be a great success. 

The combination of the main military briefer – alongside his US colleague of course – and the 
invaluable Media Operations Group (Volunteers), 7644 Squadron RAuxAF and the Royal Naval 
Reserve Public Affairs Branch, deployed briefers and “minders” (I never liked that word) 
served us very well in theatre.  I have to mention my dear and now sadly departed friend 
Colonel David McDine in this context.  Along with his colleagues he did outstanding work in 
Saudi during the war.    

We benefitted greatly from the relationship with our American friends.  My Secretary of State 
Tom (now Lord) King had an excellent relationship with his opposite number in the US, Dick 
Cheney, and I regularly sat in on conference calls between the two. 

In this context, a feature of my day was Pete Williams' daily briefing responsibilities in the 
Pentagon.  As mentioned, Pete, pictured right,  and I had developed an excellent working 
relationship in the planning stage and now 
that was exploited every day.  Before his 
daily briefing, Pete would call me and we 
would go through the operational situation, 
issues we faced and the agreed positions 
we would take on the many topics including 
the lines to take and the implications we 
needed to understand.  

 After the war I visited Pete in the Pentagon 
and was astonished as I walked through his 
staff to his office to be greeted with the 
words “It's great to put a face to the voice”.  
Only then did I discover that my daily calls 
with Pete had been on broadcast to his 
entire staff!   

Although London bound for the entire war, I 
did get to visit the theatre both immediately 
before and immediately after the fighting.  I 
went with Secretary of State Tom King to 
Saudi before the “off” and will never forget 
meeting up with Brigadier (later Major General) Patrick Cordingley who commanded 7th 
Armoured Brigade (the Desert Rats).  We were perhaps inevitably in a tank showing the media 
how good we were in the sand (there was a bit of controversy around that!) and I asked Patrick 
if we could go round one more time.   

He looked at me anxiously and said “We can't risk it.  This thing might pack up at any 
moment”.  Imagining the PR disaster of that we quickly parked up!  My memory tells me that 
the sand filters were greatly improved as time went on, but the sand did play hell with engines 
and gearboxes. 

My second visit was immediately after the fighting had stopped.  At the initiative of Tom King, 
we flew to Saudi accompanied by Max Hastings (then Editor of the Daily Telegraph, and now 
Sir Max), David English (then Editor of the Daily Mail and later Sir David) and John Birt (now 
Lord Birt) of the BBC.  We basically did a battlefield tour in the desert, toured  bases, visited 
the RAF crews who had done such amazing work from Muharraq in Bahrain and then on to 
Kuwait where we saw the terrible oil fires, the aftermath of the Mitla Ridge episode and the 
ghastly state in which Kuwait had been left by the departing Iraqis.  
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In the middle of all this I found an exhausted Martin Bell at the bombed-out airport and took 
him back with us, eventually to Riyadh. What memories!   

I suppose the last event that sticks in my memory was the somehow bizarre ceremony I ran 
back in Main Building sometime later when all the Gulf War Medals were pinned by me 
personally on the collection of media folk who had qualified under the rules.  

Some of them weren't sure they should be accepting a medal I guess, but the novelty value 
conquered that.  Some of them deserved them more than others is all I will say. 

The Pen & Sword members who received them deserved them a thousand times over.  Some 
great and in many ways pioneering work was done in that war and I will be eternally grateful to 
have had the privilege of working alongside such great people.  You know who you are! 

A media view of Desert Storm: 30-years since 
the ‘mother of all battles’  

 

 

Saddam Hussain – my part in his non- downfall   
  
By MARK LAITY (BBC Defence Correspondent 1989-2000): former Director of 
Communications at SHAPE: Vice-President, The Pen & Sword Club 

  
LOOKING BACK through the lens of 9:11, ISIS, Ukraine then the Gulf War of 1991 seems to 
recede even further into history. In hindsight, it seems a simpler, easier time – although of 
course, as is the way of things, that’s not how it looked at the time.   In 1990 I was still a 
relatively new BBC Defence Correspondent at a time when the very existence and purpose 
of Defence Correspondents seemed under question. The Cold War was over; the end of 
history was upon us and the knowledge associated with Defence Correspondents was 
regarded by some as arcane.  

Some colleagues even joked I’d be the last Defence Correspondent. Foreign and diplomatic 
correspondents used to rather mock knowing too much about all this ‘anoraky’ stuff – ‘silly 
gun calibre stuff’ as one put it. Producers could barely conceal their irritation when I would 
point out that all battleships were warships but not all warships were battleships, or that all 
tanks were armoured vehicles but not the reverse.  
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So, what, their expressions said. Then Saddam invaded Kuwait and suddenly I was relevant 
and in demand. Whole corps and carrier battle groups on the move – hundreds of thousands 
of troops facing up to actually fight. As they would say today, OMG.   

Now as I recall, much of the event has a 
strange staccato feel – highly coloured 
episodes standing out from a relentless 
grind of work and stress.   

It was a pre-internet, pre-email pre-digital 
war. The computer age had begun but 
was far from entrenched – we mostly did 
stuff the old way.   

No web-surfing – you did your research 
by knowing people and having their 
phone numbers and reading books, 
magazines, and newspapers.    

Looking back, based in Saudi Arabia as I 
was, I wonder how we managed! But 
manage we did. It certainly made us 
more dependent on the daily briefings as 
in between there was only so much you 
could do. But it also made us (at least 
those with integrity) more careful, more 
thoughtful, and more reliant on showing 
initiative – the internet is a short-cut 
crutch for more journalists than care to 
admit it. A strong base of knowledge 
was far more critical – if you didn’t know your stuff back then you could not cover up your 
ignorance with a quick Google search.   

Before I went out to Saudi then my first big call as a Defence Correspondent was the date of 
my wedding. After the invasion one of the early big issues was over interpreting US 
government briefings of varying authority talking in Delphic terms about when they would 
invade Kuwait – with the predicted date being bang on when I was meant to get married.   

As the go/no-go date to pay for the wedding and reception neared I therefore took myself off 
to a quiet room with all the info I could amass. I looked at the rate of reinforcement, size of 
forces – and decided there was no way the US would be ready, so let the wedding proceed!   

Much later I had it confirmed by Pentagon sources that the briefings had indeed been 
deliberate to deter Saddam from attacking Saudi Arabia before the US has got enough forces 
in-country – I guess a delayed wedding for me should have been seen as acceptable collateral 
damage.   

The outcome of the war makes it easy to forget how risky, and with good reason, it seemed at 
the time – one of the British brigade commanders nearly lost his job when he acknowledged 
we could lose hundreds of soldiers. The Iraqis had a huge army, lots of combat experience 
and vast amounts of at least half decent kit.   

Even at the peak the coalition/Iraqi force ratios were way below what was regarded as 
necessary for successful offensive operations. We were banking on the impact of a lot of 
untried tactics and equipment when the last major war the US had fought was Vietnam – not a 
model to emulate.  

 Almost everything we now take for granted about western military superiority didn’t exist 
then – those perceptions followed not preceded the Gulf War.   

So, when I finally got deployed to Dhahran in Saudi Arabia in December 1990 it seemed like a 
big deal. The BBC offices were in the Dhahran Airport Hotel, nestled right against what had 
become one of the major coalition airbases, which was within easy reach of Iraqi airpower – 
and Chemical Weapons (CW).  
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It’s a sign of just how serious we took everything that in case the airport & hotel was hit by 
missiles or airstrikes, BBC Radio had a back-up hotel/office further away from the airport. My 
bedroom at the airport hotel doubled up as the main radio studio.  

 Aside from me, the rest of the BBC Radio team was instructed to overnight at the backup 
hotel in Dammam. I could not get to bed until after everyone had left and had to be up and 
ready to go before, they arrived. Tiring.  

I think it was the CW threat that most affected attitudes. One BBC camera crew member 
scheduled for forward deployment chose to go home. When we went forward, we all 
carried gas masks on belts and did 
the drills when asked. It was after 
such a drill that the crew member 
decided it wasn’t for them.   

I can remember also the whole 
international media crowded into the  
hotel reception listening to James 
Baker reporting on his last-ditch talks 
with the Iraqi talks, and when he 
announced they’d failed the whole 
room groaned. The mood and 
response was interesting – remember 
this was the biggest story of our time 
but there was a lot of tension and no 
excited chatter about career-
enhancing stories.    

• We were going to war, a big 
one, and an uncertain one – 
we all took Saddam with a big 
pinch of salt but ‘the mother of 
all battles’ didn’t seem quite as 
dumb then.   

Out in Saudi it soon became just a 
slog ‘feeding the beast’, with the 
three-hour time difference further 
lengthening the days. Initially it was 
punctuated by us rushing to the 
improvised bomb & CW shelters (the 
hotel kitchens with sealed doors and 
vents) whenever the air raid sirens went off. CW preyed on minds – I remember one poor 
fellow going a bit catatonic and having to be dressed in his noddy suit. On the other hand, 
some people calmly donned their gear and played Trivial Pursuits.   

 

Earlier, the radio reporter who was scheduled to embed with 7th Armoured had been brought 
home to spend Christmas with his family – he bluntly told us it might be his last, and we 
didn’t think he was being over-dramatic. We weren’t quite in Blackadder-style ‘permission for 
bottom lip to tremble sir’ territory but British stiff upper lips were in evidence on farewells.   

Of course, it didn’t turn out like that, but the first nights were dramatic enough. With the team 
in the back-up, when the balloon went up on that first night, I was therefore the only one in the 
office. Knowing little more than that the coalition airstrikes were underway (remember no 
internet) I was thrust live onto air by the producer in London telling me, “Just talk.”   

Never in my life was I more glad of the accumulated knowledge of a lifetime’s aviation 
‘anoraking’ as I improvised furiously and gave the poor BBC listeners the Mark Laity view 
of Coalition and Iraqi airpower and strategy. I still don’t know what I said or how long I 
spoke, but I filled the space.   
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The problem then was in keeping the line-up. In those early days (I can’t recall how long 
but days rather than hours) the entire BBC Radio coverage out of Dhahran was based on 
one outgoing phone line.  

When I finished that first stumbling effort 
the BBC traffic manager promptly cut me 
off. I then couldn’t get another line as all 
the hotel operators had done a runner and 
the entire international media was 
competing to use the single figure number 
of external lines that could be dialled from 
the hotel without operator help.    

In the end, I was saved by the first air raid 
warning. Outside my room I could hear the 
thundering of feet as people ran for the air 
raid shelters.  

 I took a deep breath, waited for silence, 
and dialled again – and got a line. That 
outgoing phone line we kept up for some 
days until things calmed down and got 
sorted out – incidentally on my personal 
Amex card.   

To complete my joy that first night, the 
arriving BBC Radio team got to the hotel 
just as the air raid alarm went off and were 
forced by the military to go down into the 
shelter. I don’t know how long I was alone 
in that damn office, but it was a long night.   

For the BBC, the Gulf War was the start of 
continuous rolling news. If it made CNN’s 
reputation, then it also passed on a dose 
of fame to those of us propping up BBC Radio’s rolling news station that took over Long 
Wave for the duration of the conflict. This was the precursor to Radio Five Live. Never in the 
field of conflict reporting had so few said so much for so long.   

In fairness, and joking aside, rolling news was actually surprisingly good, and also 
surprisingly popular. The Gulf War genuinely engaged the British public on a broad front. 
They felt this was their conflict fought by their forces. A friend told me of walking down a high 
street and hearing the sound of BBC rolling news coming out of almost every shop as they 
walked past. Was this the last war that this happened?  

• Pretty soon though journalists in Saudi became blasé and started ignoring the alerts, 
even after the first real Scuds arrived. Routine is a wonderful thing. I remember one 
occasion when the alert went and after a discussion on whether to obey it or not, we 
were just rising to our feet when we heard the double bang of a Patriot SAM first 
launching from the airport and then going supersonic.  

A couple of seconds later there was an enormous explosion as it must have intercepted a 
Scud. The whole hotel shook, everything rattled, and a cloud of dust rose from the uncleaned 
floor. We all looked at each, then sat back down. Bit late now.  

At one stage, we even put on our noddy suits for a different purpose, as pretend British 
uniforms. That happened after Saddam opened the fuel cocks in the oilfields and started.  
days once we passed through an inconsequential village, we knew we were close – until 
having roared though and still heading north we suddenly wondered…. was that actually 
Khafaji? Slamming on of brakes and an even more rapid return to the village where a few 
Kuwaiti soldiers emerged to confirm it was Khafji. Whoops.   
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Having nearly invaded Iraq we then started filming the truly horrible pollution Saddam had 
unleashed and filing some reports via sat phone. Half an hour later the Saudi military – alerted 
by SIGINT – appeared and briefly arrested us, before sending us on our way. So, ended the 
jolly japes of ‘Five go to Khafji’. Seemed like a good idea at the time and at least it got us out of 
the office.   

Not long after that I moved from Dhahran to Riyadh. After a fairly chaotic start the coalition 
briefing machine in Riyadh had finally achieved some coherence and it was now clear that if 
you wanted to provide an in-theatre overview that was the only place to be.  As noted, the 
initial coalition briefings had been a mess, working their way through several amateur and 
often amateurish briefers before finally settling on Brigadier General Rich Neal, below right.   

The occasional briefs by the operational commander, Norman Schwarzkopf, attracted huge 
attention, but it was BG Neal, a US Marine, who largely anchored the daily briefs. His normal 
job was Assistant Director of Operations, which meant he did the overnight shift in the ops 
centre. He then went to bed, getting up around noon, catching up on that morning’s events 
before briefing the world’s media mid-afternoon.   

He wasn’t a natural, but his job certainly made him authoritative, and he grew on the job. 
Like the later 1999 Kosovo conflict, 
the overwhelmingly air-centric nature 
of the conflict – with much of the 
action at night – created an unusual 
dynamic where a daily briefing was 
the media centre of effort. Today the 
nature of the information age means 
that simply couldn’t happen – the 
Gulf War and the later Kosovo 
conflict were one offs.    

It meant hotel-bound journos like me, 
despite being hundreds of miles from 
the action, anchored much of the 
news, with the only real competition 
being the small number of media in 
Baghdad.  

• Meanwhile the embedded media attached to the ground forces largely kicked 
their heels waiting (and waiting and waiting) for the land offensive to start.  It 
was a strange little world, initially with unseemly squabbles among journos 
fighting over the limited number of seats in the briefing room – German 
towels on deck chairs had nothing on us.   

All except for CNN. Being CNN, the US Public Affairs people had given them their own 
dedicated seat so they could wire in all the electronic links they needed to stand up 
immediately the presser was over and give a live summary report to camera. As BBC radio 
correspondent, I needed something similar but had no such privileges.    

However, CNN’s Achilles heel was that their generalist reporters struggled to work out the key 
highlights for their instant summaries. For me, as a Defence Correspondent, that was easy – 
getting a regular seat was the hard bit. 

 We did a deal; I whispered a running commentary on what Rich Neal was saying to help with 
their instant stand-up; in return they made sure I had the seat next to them, so I could wire it 
up, and guarded it against all-comers. Being next to CNN meant I was also in Rich Neal’s eye 
line when he was taking questions, so I became one of the few regular non-American 
questioners. Victory in the media war!   

As the above suggests, for much of my time in Saudi the actual reporting of this most 
dramatic and long-running of stories was routine slog. Big news, but often nothing new, 
which encouraged fevered speculation, chasing after little things that didn’t really matter. 
What did excite of course was the use of gun camera.   
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It’s so routine now but to see those first images of precision guided weapons (PGMs) hitting 
their targets was stunning – sometimes greeted by whoops of amazement from journalists. If 
CNN and 24-hour news was one of the features of the Gulf War, then PGM video footage was 
another. As we moved closer to the inevitable ground offensive then speculation on when it 
would start became intense.   

 A potential ethical dilemma came when the 
British briefer, Group Captain Niall Irving, in 
his daily report said British Tornados had 
attacked Iraqi airfields with JP233 runway 
cratering weapons.   

JP233s had been used in the early days of 
the war, but the low-level flying needed to 
drop them led to painful losses from Iraqi 
AA, so the Tornados had switched to 
medium-level bombing.   

I found Niall after the briefing and said I 
now knew the ground offensive was about 
to start. He paled and asked why. I said that 
JP233s only put runways out of action for  

about a day, so if you had started using them again then the land attack had to follow within a 
couple of days.   

Niall said he had wondered whether to mention using JP233s and asked what I was going to 
say. I replied I wasn’t going to mention the specific implications. I suppose some journalists 
would have seen it as their ‘duty’ to say something – some (but not all) have told me so. 
However, my thoughts then and now were that everyone knew it was coming sometime soon, 
which I could say in broad terms, but I didn’t think the BBC audience would thank me for 
giving extra detail to warn the Iraqis our land forces were on the way in a day or so.   

As the JP233s had signalled, it did kick off shortly afterwards and media attention switched 
from Riyadh to my long-suffering colleagues with the British Army in the desert – for all of 100 
hours. Even now it is hard to register our surprise at the way the Iraqis folded.   

A bizarre consequence was the way the media so rapidly turned from seeing the Iraqi Army as 
a powerful combat force and coalition adversary to being a bunch of poor conscripts who 
were some kind of victims. Not so long before the reporting had been all about the casualties 
the coalition could suffer.   

• The tenor of the reporting of coalition airpower’s destruction of the retreating Iraqis at 
Mitla Ridge – the so-called ‘highway of death’ – certainly surprised me. It was 
portrayed as somehow unfair, some criticised it as some kind of semi-criminal 
massacre. As far as I was concerned it was war – just because they’re retreating 
doesn’t mean they can’t reconstitute to fight again, and history shows conscripts can 
be every bit as deadly as volunteers.   

The actual nature of so much of the reporting was a signal of something new in the media – 
that killing enemy combat forces could be overdone. 25 years later in Afghanistan ISAF 
nations were telling people like me, then a NATO spokesman, not to talk about killing the 
Taleban. I think it started here.   

I have no doubt the media portrayal of Mitla Ridge as some kind of unfair massacre 
accelerated the US decision to end the fight earlier than  they should have. It left much of 
Saddam’s military largely intact. I certainly would not argue President Bush should have 
headed for Baghdad, not doing so was a good call, but the abrupt ending of the fight with the 
survival of many of his key forces – notably the Republican Guard that kept him in power –
certainly helped Saddam survive.  

Were the seeds of the 2003 conflict sown because the 100 hours of ground combat wasn’t 150 
hours?   
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But that was not on my mind then. I just got home earlier than I expected. Later that summer I 
was at the Royal Tournament watching Britain’s armed forces celebrating their victory with 
style but not triumphalism. What I remember was the crowd’s reaction, the clear emotional 
link, and the pride in our success.  

Of course, attendees at the tournament were ‘friendly forces but their reaction was just a more 
intense version of what I saw almost everywhere. It wasn’t just supporting ‘our boys’ but, as 
with the Falklands, it was support for the cause they fought for.   

The world has changed and now very often ‘our boys’ are supported in a different sense, seen 
less as warriors than as victims in doubtful causes. The Gulf War now looks less the 
beginning of the modern era and more the last echo of the old.  

AFTERWORD – The 
changes in conflict 
reporting  

With the benefit of another five 
years then my final words about the 
Gulf War being an echo of the old 
seem even more true.  

That’s not to belittle the bravery 
and brilliance of the allied effort 
but, a few elements apart, it was no 
harbinger of things to come. The 
focus at that time on the so-called 
Revolution in Military Affairs (RMA) 
now looks way off the mark, with 
RMA proving to be little more than 
technologically increasing the 
efficiency of traditional means of 
conflict.  

It makes me reflect on the conflicts 
we have engaged in since then. 
Often good and promising at the 
start but increasingly messy as 
they progress. Our technological 
brilliance, our training, our 
organisation, our planning, gets us 
in well enough, but it doesn’t get us 
out.  

Bosnia, Kosovo, Iraq, Afghanistan. 
All different in their own way, yet 
frustratingly the same in some respects, all unresolved and maybe unresolvable. Of course, in 
the Balkans we can argue with some justice that we have something approaching a Safe and 
Secure Environment (SSE) but only as long as we stay. But as for Iraq and Afghanistan…  

• …and what about Crimea, Donetsk, Syria, Libya? Or Nagorno Karabakh, with its 
deniable outside participants and the use of widely available and affordable tech to 
win the day in a short, violent conflict with eye-watering casualty figures?  Even more 
thought-provoking, what about China with its ‘Three Warfares’: Public Opinion (or 
Media) Warfare; Psychological Warfare; & Legal Warfare?  

So, not least of the changes since the Gulf War are the changes in conflict reporting. Looking 
back then the impact of 24-hour rolling news disguised how in most respects the reporting 
methods were still largely pre-digital.  
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Nowadays the combination of the information revolution combined with the era of so-called 
‘Hybrid Conflict’ highlights how both the military and the media need to change their game 
plan. Whichever side of the fence you stand, we are all grappling with enormous challenges.  

To be provocative, you could even argue about where the fence is. At the least, there is more 
than one fence! The good journalist and the good spokesperson should both share a 
commitment to accurate, fair information. 
 Both now face an environment of mis/disinformation, conspiracies, and false narratives, 
where shared facts, and the very notion of any attempt at objectivity is challenged by some of 
our adversaries.   
 
Yes, the Gulf War seems a lifetime ago. What is certain 
though, is that in this new ‘grey zone’ world the 
information Line of Effort has never been more 
important. In such a complex environment then the 
role of the Pen & Sword Club in debating and 
discussing all this seems to me to have increasing 
value.  

Mark Laity, pictured right, retired in December 2020 as 
Director Communications at SHAPE, where he had 
been a leading figure in the development of Strategic 
Communications within NATO. While retired from 
NATO he is intending to remain active in StratCom, 
including with the Pen & Sword Club.  
 He had joined the Alliance in 2000 after over 30 years 
in journalism, most notably as BBC Defence 
Correspondent, including throughout the 1991 Gulf 
War. He reveals here how he and his colleagues 
reported that epic “mother of all battles.”  
     
Mark is a Vice President of the Pen & Sword Club and knows all sides of the media and 
military relationship at every level, from tactical to strategic and whether at the frontline or 
national capitals.   

 

A mountainous learning curve for the UK 
military  
By Lt Colonel DEREK PLEWS: Derek  is currently serving as a reservist on the staff of 
Assistant Chief of Defence Staff (Reserves and Cadets). After training as a journalist in 
Northern Ireland in the late 1970s, he joined the Civil Service in 1985, initially taking up a PR 
role as an Information Officer with the Royal Air Force at the then Headquarters Strike 
Command at High Wycombe. He moved to the MOD Press Office in London, working on the 
Navy Desk before taking up the post of Clyde Naval Information Officer at Faslane. It was while 
in Scotland  that he was detached to  Operation GRANBY. 
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Derek moved back to London and  the Department of Employ-
ment as Chief Press Office and then to the Department of 
Transport followed by the Department of Transport, Environ-
ment and the Regions, where, in 1997 he was promoted to 
Press Secretary to the then Deputy Prime Minister, John Pres-
cott.  He left the Civil Service to work for in the railway indus-
try as Director of Communications for the Association of Train 
Operating Companies before returning as Director of News at 
the Ministry of Defence, just after 9/11. He was appointed Di-
rector of Communications at the Office of the Deputy Prime 
Minister, in 2002, finally leaving the Civil Service in 2006. An 
Army Reservist for over 30 years, Derek has completed uni-
formed operational tours in Iraq (Op TELIC) and Afghanistan 
(Op HERRICK) as well as completing two periods of Full Time Reserve Service, first leading 
the high-readiness Joint Media Ops Team at the Defence Media Ops Centre, and latterly as 
SO1 Employer Engagement in the MOD. He tried to retire in December 2020 but has recently 
returned to uniform as Chief of Staff of Reserve Forces and Cadets. 

 
THE GULF WAR in 1991 represented a mountainous learning curve for the UK military and its 
approach to managing its relationship with the media. The conflict that followed Saddam 
Hussein’s ill-advised invasion of neighbouring Kuwait, on 2 August, 1990, was the world’s first 
“satellite-enabled” media war, fought out, not just on the desert sands of the gulf states, but 
also in real time on television screens in living rooms across the globe.   

Before Op GRANBY, as it was unimaginatively named, Britain’s most recent military 
adventure, nine years earlier in the South Atlantic against the mainly-conscripted forces of 
Argentina, had taken place in a media environment not much different from that which had 
existed in World War 2.  

In the Falklands War, or Op CORPORATE, the military owned, and thus controlled, the means 
to transmit words, photographs and film. They were also able to control media access – at 
least as far as UK forces were concerned. Because of the geographical location, a group of 
islands, 8000 miles from the UK homeland, around which the Royal Navy enforced a Total 
Exclusion Zone or TEZ, the only way the UK – or any - media could get there was either to join 
the Argentinians or to hitch a lift on the flotilla of naval and civilian STUFT (Ships Taken Up 
From Trade) vessels that made up the South Atlantic Task Force.  

The PR machine at the Ministry of Defence could, therefore, not just manage but actually 
control what the media could see and hear and thus report. And because the only available 
radio and nascent satellite communications links with the outside world also belonged to the 
military, they could additionally control the timing of information release. While this put the 
MOD in a position of some power over the media, it also made for two sets of prickly 
bedfellows and a particularly rocky marriage ensued, the consequences of which are well-
documented elsewhere.  

• Fast-forward nine years to 1991 and the media ‘ground’ had changed completely. This 
change was brought about largely by the development of portable, affordable satellite 
communications equipment that allowed the media to broadcast live from the front line 
(or as near to it as they could get), while emerging portable computer technology and 
international satellite telephony (INMARSAT) allowed print journalists and 
photographers to file words and photographs mostly without reliance on their military 
hosts.  

I arrived in the Gulf on 14 December, 1990 – my 30th birthday as it happened – flying from Brize 
Norton to Dubai facing backwards in a VC10, which was pretty rickety even then, 22 years after 
they first entered airline service and a good 23 years before they were finally paid off by the 
RAF.  

The Royal Navy had established a Press Information Centre (PIC) at the International Hotel, 
just across the road from the airport and a short drive from Jebel Ali port, the shore support 
base for Task Group 321.1 as the RN contribution to the international coalition was named. 
The PIC had been busy over the months since the invasion, but by December things had 
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calmed down considerably and we were dealing with only a small number of UK regional 
journalists and some Gulf-based media outlets, including the Khaleej Times and Christine 
Hauser, an American working for UPI and Gulf News, who now covers foreign news for the 
New York Times. It was the calm before the Desert Storm! 

My role in the Gulf was to be the media advisor to the Senior Naval Officer Middle East or 
SNOME. That meant I would sit alongside him in his ‘flagship’ whilst Royal Navy media doyen, 
Stu Reed, would run the operation ashore, first in Dubai and later in Bahrain. 

SNOME, Cdre Chris Craig, like me, was new in post, 
having just taken over from Cdre Paul Haddacks. 
Haddacks had not been a media-friendly character but 
Craig, a Falklands veteran, had a completely different 
outlook, although maybe not for exactly the right 
reasons.  

Writing after the war he declared that his intention was to 
‘seek the publicity I had shunned in the Falklands, and 
which the Navy had still not learned to exploit…’   

I did not agree that the role of media engagement in a 
shooting war is primarily to ‘big up’ the Service. Rather it 
was (and is) to deliver information effect in support of the 
campaign, targeted at the adversary, the home audience, 
the coalition partner audience, regional actors or 
elsewhere. 

 PR for the Service is a side-effect, but only exceptionally 
should it be seen as the Main Effort.  In short, from my 
perspective, media relations would be conducted to 
support the Coalition’s overall information campaign 
which was targeted at Saddam Hussein, the Iraqi people, 

and the Coalition partners, particularly those in the region – not the Royal Navy’s thirst for 
publicity.  

Despite these divergent views, however, we established a sound and productive working 
relationship based on mutual trust and respect. It was to pay dividends in the days and weeks 
ahead and in the end, I think we got the balance about as right as we could in all the 
circumstances.   

I left the shore-based PIC on New Year’s Day, 1991, joining the Task Group ‘flagship’, HMS 
London at Jebel Ali, just before it put to sea.  I had been on London before – the previous 
August in fact when I took a media party onto the ship off Portland for the ‘Thursday War’, a 
final test of a vessel’s readiness for operational deployment.  

My second visit was a little bit different. The ship was bulging with war stores and numerous 
extra bodies – having to accommodate SNOME’s staff in addition to its own crew. That meant 
sleeping space was at a premium and a rank-less civvy was a low priority. I found myself and 
my kit squeezed into 1M EDC (a small Electrical distribution Compartment on No 1 Deck just 
next to the 1M flat, under which the ship’s Olympus and Tyne jet engines were housed). Not 
for the first time I regretted that I no longer worked for the RAF!  

The ship left port and headed out through the Straits of Hormuz to the Gulf of Oman, where it 
conducted a Sea Wolf firing, partly to test the system and partly as a confidence-boost for the 
crew. At this stage we had not formed the Media Response Teams that were to accompany us 
throughout the conflict. The only media representative present was ITN Cameraman and fellow 
Ulsterman, Eugene Campbell. 

Having satisfied ourselves that our main air defence system did, indeed, work, we turned 
about and headed back through the Straits into the Persian Gulf and the soon-to-be war. 

The coalition media plan for the war-fighting phase was based on the creation of a number of 
Media Response Teams that would be ‘embedded’ with units that were to be involved in the 
action.  
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These consisted of multi-media groups, under the watchful eye of a group of ‘minders’ whose 
job was to act as the bridge between the media and the military, facilitate their coverage of 
activities, and provide first-line ‘censorship’ of the media product. In effect, this meant 
checking all media output to ensure it did not breach operational security. 

It was originally agreed that a Maritime Media Response Team of six journalists (1 x TV crew of 
2 pax, two national dailies, a Press Association writer, and a BBC radio reporter), whose 
product would be pooled in accordance with the arrangements made by the MOD and the UK 
news organisations. It was later decided to offer two further places to Scottish media, 

recognising the important role 
in the Task Group of the 
Rosyth-based Hunt-class, 
GRP-hulled Mine Counter 
Measures Vessels (the 
Tupperware Taskforce). 
However, the Scottish media 
decided not to take up the 
offer and these two places 
were subsequently given to 
the News of the World and the 
Portsmouth Evening News.  

Cdre Craig and I agreed that 
the media should be split into 
four teams of two with a MOD 
‘minder’ allocated to each – 
either MOD civilian or RNR 
Public Affairs Branch. We 
decided that Veteran ITN 
reporter, Mike Nicholson and 
cameraman, Eugene 

Campbell, should go to HMS Gloucester, as she was likely to be in the front line, and we 
specifically agreed that BBC Radio reporter, Steve McCormack and Jamie Detmer of The 
Times, should be co-located with us on London.  

A late bid by the BBC to send a TV crew to the Task Group was rejected by London as 
‘overkill’, much to Craig’s chagrin. The media duly arrived and were deployed across the Task 
Group as planned, in good time to allow them to settle in and get used to their new 
surroundings before the opening of hostilities.  

The media representatives will have their own views about how successful these 
arrangements were. Overall, I consider that they were reasonable in the circumstances and 
enabled appropriate coverage of the naval contribution to the conflict. However, as is always 
the case in the media-military relationship, things did not proceed without some degree of 
friction, mainly due to the usual tensions between the media’s wish to tell the story as they see 
it and the military’s need to maintain appropriate operational security.  

I wrote a Lessons Learned paper immediately following the conflict in which I identified the 
following issues (in no particular order):  

• Protective Equipment. The media deployed to the theatre without PPE or any training 
in its use. Given that a high CW/BW threat existed the media should have been issued 
with appropriate equipment and trained in its use before they left the UK.  

• Pre-deployment briefing. MOD should have better managed the media’s expectations 
relating to what they could expect by way of facilities during hostilities ahead of their 
departure from the UK.  Mike Nicholson complained constantly that the Navy failed to 
place a high enough priority on getting his footage ashore so it could be broadcast (he 
had no satellite equipment). On average it took about two days to get video footage 
ashore – about the same time as it took to get priority warfighting stores to our front-
line units at sea. I believe that the MMTs ashore had the use of a ‘media helicopter’ to 
move material around. The navy did not have the luxury of a spare airframe for that 
purpose.   
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• Size and location of maritime media contingent. In the particular circumstances of the 
Gulf War and the part played in it by the maritime component, it was a mistake to em-
bed the media with the Task Group for the duration of the conflict. There were periods 
when maritime activity was not particularly ‘newsworthy’, but the media felt they had to 
report something and this was usually negative, based on wardroom gossip rather 
than facts. In retrospect it might have been better to have a smaller, more mobile MMT, 
based ashore, that could be flown forward and around individual ships during peaks of 
activity.  

• Vetting media product. The Commanding Officers of each ship had the ultimate release 
authority for media product, and this often placed a heavy additional burden on already 
busy personnel. Although there was ample guidance on vetting, there were inevitable 
inconsistencies between what was deemed ‘releasable’ from one ship to another and 
between shore and afloat. An attempt to overcome this by having all material cleared 
via CTG321.1 was partly successful but created a further delay to the overall clearance 
process.  

• Joined-up Coalition Media Ops. It proved very difficult to liaise with the allied navies in 
order to deliver a coordinated media engagement policy afloat. There was simply no 
mechanism for it, and it caused many difficulties for embarked media who were often 
privy to information regarding other allied vessels but there was no way of clearing 
this for release in a timely manner. A good example of this was the mine-strikes on 
USS Tripoli and USS Princeton. The media knew about these two incidents almost as 
soon as they occurred (they could hear and feel the explosions) but were unable to file 
stories for over eight hours while we sought clearance from the US Navy.  

 

The final Lesson Learned deserves to be quoted in full: “Ship Self-Respect – It is a sad side 
product of the power of the media that regular reportage of a ship’s name is an essential 
element of the ship’s company’s self-respect and their loved ones’ morale.” The fact that an 
individual ship might not get a mention in the media was a genuine problem in relation to the 
morale of that ship’s company and the families and loved ones at home. Maybe Cdre Craig 
was right about PR after all… 

In his despatch reporting on the conflict, the UK Joint Commander for Op GRANBY, Air Chief 
Marshal Sir Patrick Hine, described the media element as follows: “The speed of modern 
satellite communications meant that the public sometimes received information on their 
television sets more quickly than I did through the military chain of command…  

“Overall GRANBY was the most extensively reported campaign ever and I was generally 
impressed by the quality of the reporting. It is clearly important that the public are kept 
informed of the progress of military operations, but there is a balance to be struck if 
operational security is not to be put at risk. While there was some frustration amongst 
journalists I believe, in the circumstances, we got this balance about right.” 

A thirst for stories to fill endless 
hectares of air and print.  

By (the late) Colonel David McDine OBE DL.  David, the Senior TA 
Information Office at the time, had also acted as adviser to the Chief 
of MoD Public Relations during the Falklands War and had run the 
Lisburn press office during the Northern Ireland Troubles.  He 
volunteered for the Gulf at the end of November 1990 and stayed 
until the cease fire.  Initially he ran the British Desk of the Allied Joint 
Information Bureau at Dharan in Saudi Arabia.  

 In the last week of the conflict, he became the first British Public 
Information officer  to re-enter Kuwait City, roping down with Special Forces from a helicopter 
to secure the British Embassy.  David’s career in journalism included the Messenger in his 
beloved Ken where he was a Deputy Lieutenant.  He is the author of a series of novels based 
on smuggling and naval operations in the Napoleonic period and an historical work covering 

the History of Lord Lieutenants of the county. 
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AT THE HEIGHT OF THE GULF WAR AROUND 1,000 members of the international media were 
based on Dhahran and satellite dishes appeared to be breeding behind the Allied Joint 
Information Bureau. In the absence of hard news, journalists interviewed one another and on 
one afternoon alone three backwoods American television crews in succession filmed British 
public information officers fighting the verbal war - on the telephone. It was evidence, if any 
were needed, of the thirst for material to fill the apparently endless hectares of air and print 
space devoted to the conflict. 

 

Over in Riyadh where the Coalition commanders had their headquarters a further 400 media 
representatives were registered at the AJIB - with the jovial Nigel Gillies running the British 
Desk - and there were many others in the warships with Stu Reed's team and covering other 
aspects of the campaign in the neighbouring gulf states. 

It was obvious early on that only a fraction of those who wanted to cover the war from the 
point of the spear could do so - otherwise we would have had one journalist per platoon or 
troop. Pooling of material was going to be the only sensible answer, giving the maximum 
access to a reasonable number providing material for all. 

Coalition Governments and military commanders were well aware of the need to keep the 
world informed of what was going on and maintain the almost universal support for their 
efforts to eject Saddam Hussein from Kuwait. But there was the usual dilemma between 
maintaining openness and protecting vital operational security. And the media's ready access 
to satellite dishes compounded that age-old problem. 

In almost any campaign the military aim is to win as quickly as possible for the least cost in all 
senses, but the media wants to tell the mostest soonest. These aims are not always 
compatible, and it is small wonder that over the years the military-media relationship on 
operations has often been uneasy to say the least. 

• To put it in a nutshell, the journalist wants to tell the world what the military 
commander wants to keep strictly under wraps: what he is going to do next, with 
whom, where, when, why and how. The military commander requires complete 
operational secrecy. To succeed and to protect the lives of his men he needs to keep 
the enemy guessing. 

The Gulf War was no exception. But this time there was a new determination, permeating from 
the top, to achieve a sensible working relationship with the media. The deal could best be 
summed up as: 'We'll allow you the fullest possible access if you don't compromise our 
operational security'. 
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Thus, as the British force deployed and trained, Dhahran - originally under Lieutenant Colonel 
Nick Claypole - became the centre for what were soon dubbed 'Desert Tours', with similar 
media outings afloat and flight line excursions at the air bases. Where possible an up-country 
unit visit would include a RON - a 'remain overnight' - allowing journalists to get a better feel 
for military life in the desert. Journalists registering at the AJIB were invited to sign ground 
rules designed to protect operational security. 

With enormous public interest around the world and huge amounts of time and space to fill, 
news desks were voraciously demanding. Most news editors seemed to have big hands and 
small maps with little or no idea about the constraints of time, distance and terrain to be 
overcome by their reporters and camera teams in pursuit of regular feeds of news and feature 
material.  

Nor, it often appeared, did they understand that the military were there to train for and win a 
war - not merely to get a good press. A tabloid man arrived one early December afternoon and 
rang from the airport demanding to be taken immediately to visit the Desert Rats - deployed 
hours away in the desert - for a simulated Christmas party so soldiers could be photographed 
wearing party hats with the newspaper's logo and pulling crackers. 

• Never mind the operational situation - this was all to do with being the first among 
tabloids bearing readers' gifts for 'our boys'. However, it has to be admitted that the 
tabloids were most supportive and generally most careful not to breach security. 

Whenever possible during the run-up to conflict, British public information staff arranged 
interesting media facilities, ranging from the arrival of hardware and units through to battalion-
sized live-firing exercises. And wherever possible request for special facilities were met. 
Journalists who can rely on getting a fresh story like this every day are not forced by news 
desk demands to go outside the system and produce unhelpful stories from half-understood 
sights and ill-formed gossip. 

Irrespective of our efforts, there were some journalists who prided themselves on operating on 
the outside. One produced a piece, in a respected heavy, that catalogued a series of minor 
incidents spotted by the journalist while out roving without a military escort and predicted 
pending disaster for the Coalition forces. Could it have been the same Army that made such a 
stunning and brilliantly-executed assault so soon afterwards to win an historic 100-hour 
victory in the desert ? 

Idle pens are dangerous. The lesson is that in the run-up to conflict it is important to keep 
journalists busy by offering them sensible news pegs daily. But commanders and PI staff need 
to be aware that however newsworthy and frequent official facilities are, there will always be 
some media mavericks who attempt to go it alone. 

• In fact, there were few adverse stories, and this was due in large part to the success of 
Desert Tours. The trips were arranged in line with Headquarters British Forces Middle 
East policy by the British Desk at AJIB Dhahran, where we were in daily - often hourly - 
debate with all the media, and the PI staff at the airbases and in the field.  

Each airbase had a Regular RAF officer assisted by a succession of three-week wonders, 
volunteers from the RAFVR PR Flight. They were good but a three-week tour was simply not 
long enough for them to become fully effective. The Army rightly insisted that its volunteers 
did a minimum of three months. Crucial to the success of the British public information effort 
in the Gulf, was the far-seeking recce report produced early on by Brigadier Bryan Dutton, 
Director of Public Relations (Army). 

The British tri-Service Chief of Public Information was Lieutenant Colonel Nick Southward, 
based at Riyadh in General Sir Peter de la Billiere's headquarters. As well as advising 
commanders on the handling of all media aspects of the campaign and heading a Gulf-wide PI 
team which eventually numbered more than 90, he did much to ensure the success of the 
Media Reporting Teams - master minded in London by Hugh Colver, the Chief of Public 
Relations at the MOD - and was the catalyst for the evolution of the Forward Transmission 
Unit.  
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There is no doubt that the FTU system, worked out in consultation with the media 
organisations involved, transformed the way in which operations are covered, combining on-
the-spot security vetting with speed of copy and film transmission from the field via satellite. It 
was appropriate that Colonel Southward was later made OBE in the Gulf Honours. Leading the 
1st Armoured Division PI team of Regulars and TAPIOs in the desert was Lieutenant Colonel 
Chris Sexton, who rightly won a Mention in Despatches. 

Heading the 7 Brigade team was Major James Myles and Major Mike Gouldstone was with 4 
Brigade. Theirs was the often-tricky task of balancing media demands with the Division's need 
to get on with its training and preserve its operational security.  Down at Dhahran the British 
Desk, alongside the Americans, Saudis and Kuwaitis at the AJIB, and manned with a mix of 
Regulars and Government Information Officers, with myself as the only TAPI0, was the main 
interface with the international media. It was the great team at Dhahran that was to provide 
most of the staff for the new JIB in Kuwait City as the drama drew to a close. 

We had the happiest possible relationship with our American, Saudi, Kuwaiti and other Allies 
and would take care to seek their advice when dealing with 'their' journalists. Close daily 
consultation was an enjoyable must. 

We had in fact always tried to include a cross section of foreign media in all our facility visits. 
International coverage of Britain's contribution was clearly of great importance. 

As the 15 January deadline for the Iraqis to leave Kuwait neared, it was at Dhahran that 
Colonel Southward gave a detailed briefing on the hostilities media plan to the British media. 
They welcomed the MRT and FTU plans, having contributed to their evolution. 

Just before the start of the air war the names of MRT personnel - agreed in London by the 
media organisations themselves - were received from MOD. It was only when the names of 
team members were announced that some of those excluded threw their Teddies out of their 
cots. Some chose to ignore the fact that all the MRT material was to be pooled. They 
understandably wanted to be reporting personally from the front. Egos were dented. 

Thank heavens we had not had to make the choice of MRT names in theatre. Within 48 hours 
the chosen ones had been accredited as war correspondents, jabbed, kitted out with NBC 
protection, plus desert uniforms and sleeping bags for those going to 1 Div, and most were 
deployed with British forces in time to report the start of the conflict. 

• As the Patriot missiles duelled with Scuds overhead, the British Desk personnel 
dutifully changed into Noddy gear while the 'canaries' of the media continued to report 
live - some said acting as forward air controllers for Saddam Hussein. They expected 
PI staff to know instantly how many missiles had been fired and whether there were 
any casualties. There certainly would have been many media casualties if the Iraqis 
had used chemical or biological weapons. 

Colonel John King, also deservedly Mentioned in Despatches, was the ideal choice to oversee 
the vetting of material as it came into the FTU. He was fully in the operational picture and had 
the necessary clout and charm to convince journalists when a detail had to be omitted 
because it compromised operational security. 

 At the air bases and at sea too, it was rightly the operational officers who did the vetting and 
although it is an imprecise science there were few complaints from the media.  

To demonstrate to doubting journalists that we really were only 'censoring' for operational 
security matters and not on taste or political sensitivity grounds, I personally reversed 
doubtful cuts - one example being to put the pork back into a reporter's description of 
soldiers' breakfast sausages. As the climax neared, the MRT /FTU system continued to work 
well. Material came into the FTU in the Divisional admin area from the teams with the Brigades, 
was vetted and transmitted for immediate international pooling in London. 

As belt and braces, we ran a daily pony express service using 4x4 vehicles from Dhahran to 
the FTU - or a convenient rendezvous point - to take supplies of film and necessities of life to 
journalists in the MRTs and bring back the hard copy for pooling at Dhahran.  
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We tried to run extra facilities for non MRT journalists, but with a war in progress it is difficult 
to persuade busy units to take their eye off the ball and cope with additional media visits.  

For every member of the MRTs there was at least one rover, or maverick. These were the 
journalists who, understandably not satisfied with sitting back to report the war from watching 
CNN and rejigging pool copy at Dhahran, set off alone to follow the action. 

• As it happened many of them achieved good coverage and came away convinced that 
the MRT system was no good and that it is best to go it alone, without military escort. 
But they are wrong, and it is absolutely vital that the wrong lesson is not learned from 
what happened this time. The fact is that if the Iraqi air threat had materialised, or if 
chemical or biological weapons had been used against us - as was expected - it would 
have been suicidal for journalists to roam the battlefield alone. 

The only journalists who were properly protected and would have been able to carry on doing 
their job in those only too possible circumstances were those in the MRTs or their Allied 
equivalents. After a few rovers had been zapped by the Iraqis on the Tapline Road the rest 
would have been much happier to rely on MRT pooled reports. There will always be bleats 
from the media about the arrangements to cover conflicts, but this time the military got it 
about as right as you are ever going to get it. 

Operation Desert Storm - the Media Centre 

By (the late) Nigel Gillies.  Nigel was  the Command Public Information Officer at Headquarters 
United Kingdom Land Forces at the time of Operation Granby and when he wrote this feature 

for Despatches, the Jurnal of the TA Pool of Information 
Officers. A  Devonian who left the employ of Lloyds Bank in 
1957 by mutual consent to join the Tavistock Times he spent  
ten years in provincial journalism before he joined the MOD 
in 1966. 
A member of the Pen & Sword Club he served in several 
Royal Navy, Army and Royal Air Force appointments at 
home and abroad including Staff PR Officer to Flag Officer 
Plymouth and civilian deputy to the Chief of Public 
Information at HQ British Forces Germany. 

 
ELSEWHERE  I have written about the organisation of media 
facilities in the First World War. None will fail to recognise 
the similarities with the organisation which was eventually 
set in place for handling the media during Operation Granby. 

There were, of course, many more complex arrangements required for Granby, not least to 
deal with the requirements of the electronic media which did not exist in the early part of the 
century. In this article I wish to deal only with that aspect of the Press arrangements with 
which I was intimately involved - the major press centre in the Saudi capital, Riyadh. 

It is interesting that the US CENTCOM HQ at Tampa in Florida had carried out a CPX using the 
scenario of an invasion of Kuwait only a few weeks before the reality. This exercise validated 
the requirement for two major Press Centres - one in the Saudi capital at Riyadh, and the other 
much nearer the scene of any action, at Dhahran. Both locations had excellent 
communications in the shape of international airports, and, of course, the full range of modern 
telecommunications and hotel facilities. 

The concept was that Dhahran would be the principal centre for all media who wanted to cover 
the war "with sand in their boots". Riyadh would be the location for those media who wanted 
to keep abreast of the wider picture with central staff briefings each day.  

What no one had foreseen was the sheer weight on numbers of the world's media which would 
want to cover the war from within Saudi Arabia, Eventually, despite severe restrictions by the 
Saudis on the number of visas they would issue for entry into the country, the International 
Press Corps topped the 1,500 mark. A third of these based themselves in Riyadh and the 
remainder in Dhahran. 
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The needs and requirements of this vast media corps, ranging from the largest TV companies 
to small specialist magazines, was insatiable. As far as the British were concerned, a PR 
organisation of over 90 personnel was eventually in place to deal with the requirements of 
over 250 British media personnel, and the rest of the Press Corps. 

When I arrived in Riyadh on 13 January to take over the British cell at the Allied Joint 
Information Bureau (AJIB) at the Hyatt Hotel in Riyadh, I found what was in effect a non-
existent organisation. Squadron Leader Tony Geraghty, an RAFVR Officer, had left just after 
the New Year, having been at the Hyatt as the sole British representative for the previous three 
months. He had been replaced by the first of the staff who would form the team at the Hyatt for 
the duration of the war.  

Squadron Leader Phil Bradshaw, RAF, normally a Bloodhound Missile specialist, had arrived a 
week before, while beating me by only a few days was Lieutenant Commander Gareth Derrick, 
RN, a submarine torpedo specialist who was pulled off a commando course at Lympstone at 
very short notice. Neither had had any previous PR experience. In addition, we had an RAF 
SAC clerk for half a day. 

• It was immediately clear that we would have to rely heavily on the Americans: indeed, 
almost ride on their backs if we were to make a significant impact during the 
forthcoming information war. The American organisation was well advanced and was 
more or less in place by Christmas. The US plan was for a multi-purpose press centre 
to be established at Riyadh. This was to have three functions to answer press 
enquiries, to provide daily (or more frequent) formal press briefings and to provide an 
administration back-up for the whole PR organisation. 

By the time of my arrival in Riyadh, the US press centre was up and running, with the vast 
majority of the staff in place. A description may prove of value. The Riyadh AJIB was situated 
in the Hyatt Regency Hotel in Airport (Abdul Azziz) Road. This International standard hotel of 
some 250 rooms was ideally placed for the function. It was centrally situated in the main street 
of the 'Whitehall' district of Riyadh, and directly opposite the main Ministry of Defence and 
Aviation (MODA) building where General Schwarzkopf had his main HQ. 

The Hyatt had three restaurants and a coffee shop as well as a general shop for papers, gifts 
and books. There was a large ballroom and several other 'function' rooms on the 4th floor and 
a number of suites, ranging up to self-contained flats. The ballroom was converted into the 
main conference room - which you will all have seen on television - and was where all media 
checked in. Not only was there a 'desk' manned by the Americans for this purpose, but the 
Saudi and Kuwaiti Ministries of Information also had stands. The Saudis had also organised an 
area off to one side as a media work room equipped with typewriters, telephone, telex and fax 
facilities. 

On the 11th floor the Americans had taken over two of the large suites. One they had 
converted into the Administration office, and the other into a press room where staff dealt with 
telephone and personal press enquiries and 'worked up' press lines. In this latter room there 
were desks, manned 24 hours a day by officers on 12-hour shifts, for Army, Navy, Air Force 
and Marines.  
 
It was very reminiscent of the Press office at the Ministry of Defence in London, and it was 
here that we had our 'British Desk,' manned initially by Reservist Tony  Geraghty, a well- 
known main-stream journalist in civilian life. In the 'Admin' suite, Captain Ron Wildermuth 
USN, the CENTCOM Public Affairs Officer, had his personal Office.  
He shared his time between here and 'across the street' at General Schwarzkopf's HQ. Here 
also, a staff of over a dozen officers worked on PR planning and facilities.  
 
A smaller suite on the same floor was taken over by the Saudi Military as a base for their 
briefing team, while we had a suite close by which became our admin and briefers' office as 
well as an area available for small conferences (up to 30 people) and for 'murder sessions' - an 
American term for training and practising briefers. The first few days at Riyadh were hectic in 
the extreme. Not only did I have to get the British cell 'organised', make contact with my 
American and Saudi opposite numbers, but also had to liaise with the P Info staff at HQ BFME 
on future staffing needs for the JIB. 
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On the third day in Riyadh, I had the office organised with the desk manned 24 hrs a day by 
Phil Bradshaw (nights) and Gareth Derrick on days. New arrival was Group Captain Niall Irving 
who flew out from UK to act as the briefing officer. Although with no PR experience, he was 
the Commander of the RAF Presentation Team, and, more importantly, was himself a Tornado 
pilot. 

Although not strictly part of my team, Niall Irving spent most of his time with us as the 
principal press briefing officer for the British Forces. He was actually on General de la 
Billiere's personal staff. He had direct access to all staff branches and attended all the 
briefings at HQ BFME. Within 24 hours of arrival in theatre he gave his first Press Briefing. 

• We had realised right from the outset that the key press briefings at Riyadh were going 
to need more than five staff assigned to the media centre. The Hyatt team were 
responsible not only for the press conferences, but also providing a 24-hour media 
answering service and limited facilities as well.  HQ BFME had already appealed to 
JHQ for more staff, and these now began to arrive.  Additional clerks at Riyadh also 
meant that we could now have one of our own full  time. 

The first addition to arrive, on Sunday 20 January 1991, was Lieutenant Colonel Colin Mason, 
CO of the TAPIOs. I personally went to King Khalid International Airport to meet his TriStar 
which was due in at 11 pm. Just as the aircraft landed at midnight there was a Scud alert. You 
can imagine the chaos on board as passengers struggled to get into their NBC kit! In the 
terminal building I moved to the basement and kitted up in comparative comfort. We heard two 
Patriots being launched, followed by a big explosion.  

Later we learned that debris from the Scud and/or Patriots had landed within the airfield 
perimeter. Two more Scud alerts followed before I was finally able to meet up with Colin and 
get back to the Hyatt at 5.30 on Monday morning. 

Next to join the team was a TA officer on SSVC, Major David Hepburn, an ex-regular with the 
Royal Scots. David left us after a week or so when he changed over with TA officer, and former 
TAPI0, Captain Will Fowler, a defence journalist in civilian life, whose inability to drive limited 
his value as an escort officer with the Divisional PR Staff. 

• Colin took on the task of writing the formal press briefings for Niall Irving. His skills as 
a broadcaster were invaluable and he undoubtedly deserves much of the credit for the 
success of Niall's briefings. They may not always have found unreserved favour with 
the military, but the media liked his style as did the public both at home and across the 

On Tuesday 22 February we did our first press conference in the main media centre on the 
fourth floor of the Hyatt. It was a one off, given by Air Vice Marshal Bill Wrattan, the senior RAF 
officer in theatre, and Deputy Commander BFME. The reasons for the move  to the media 
centre included pressure from the international media to attend the British briefings. We held 
only one more briefing before moving to the media centre for good on Thursday 24 January a 
week after the outbreak of the war. My diary for the 24th reads: 'first time in the Media Centre 
with Niall ... CNN live across the world ... WOW.' Sky took it live as well while BBC and ITN 
used large chunks. 

Pressure for more information from the media in Riyadh was now never-ending. To satisfy this 
pressure, Niall began to give one-to-one interviews to radio, and television networks live into 
news programmes back home.  

In order not to swamp the market we had to ration his appearance as much as possible. We 
used as a rough guide, two TV interviews and one for radio a day. In this way he appeared in 
one BBC TV and one ITN programme a day, and on BBC radio every other day. 

No two days were the same ... and all the time we had to try to anticipate the daily interests of 
the media, while planning our own efforts in consultation with HQ BFME, the Americans, and 
Saudis as well as being mindful of the reactions from London and other capitals. 

One story illustrates this particularly well. About three weeks into the air campaign and we had 
been running our daily briefings in the media centre, live on TV for some time.  
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We had had word from MOD that the British Embassy in Washington was delighted with our 
efforts, which were having a significant impact on US public opinion. The French, who had 
been giving their own briefings in Riyadh at another hotel, suddenly requested time in the 
Hyatt media centre for a brief. It was clear that they had nothing special to brief but had 
obviously had the word from Paris to stop being insular and 'go join the big boys.' It was a 
gratifying moment for us all. 
 
By the second week in February our additional staff had arrived. Colonel Barry Stevens flew in 
to be our Army briefer. The idea was that he would take over the lead from Niall Irving once the 
ground war started. We began his 'training' and were delighted to have TAPIO, Major Aubrey 
Chalmers, the Daily Mail’s man-in-the-midlands arrive as 'researcher' for him. 

By now our staffing at the AJIB had reached its peak. I remained in the Hyatt as the chief; 
Gareth Derrick and Phil Bradshaw were the desk officers in with the Americans; Colin Mason 
spent most of his time working up briefs with Niall Irving and organising his interviews for 
radio and television; Aubrey Chalmers spent most of his time at HQ BFME working up material 
for Barry Stevens and Will Fowler seemed to be everywhere as our 'gofer' and walking 
encyclopaedia. Running our clerical support was Leading Writer 'Jock' McLean. The final 
member of the team was Fight Lieutenant Shane Targett who put in long hours as the British 
representative in the Media Centre on the 4th Floor. 

• The media centre in the Hyatt Hotel ballroom, was the most important place for the 
media. Not only was it where the daily briefings were held, but it also contained the US 
TV pool which operated the US network TV 'ring'. The Americans, with us, manned a 
military desk for registering and assisting journalists, while the Saudi Ministry of 
Information, and the Kuwaitis also manned desks.  

Journalists could not operate in Saudi Arabia without registering with the Saudi Ministry of 
Information  and they would not issue the necessary passes without having the application 
form countersigned by the Military desk. In this way we were able to ensure that we all know 
exactly who was operating from the AJIB and that they had all signed an agreement to abide 
by the Ground Rules. Over 500 individuals had registered at the Riyadh AJIB by the end of the 
war. 

1991: The year the TAPIO Pool came of age! 

FROM ITS FORMATIVE years in the '70s and through the expansion years of the '80s, theta  
Pool of Information Officers had been training for war. The opportunity to show its true worth 
and colours came with the Gulf War and the Pool was not found wanting, wrote Commanding 
Officer Lt  Colonel Colin Mason.  

He said: “ This relatively small TA unit of ours had an enviable percentage of personnel 
directly involved with the Gulf War effort. All told some 22% of TAPIO officers volunteered for 
service both in the Gulf and at home. The fact that the 'Call Up' procedure was not applied to 
the TAPIOS adds to the credit of the volunteers who, in all cases, put service to country before 
jobs. 

 A great many more were prevented from volunteering by employment factors or employers 
who were beginning to suffer from a severe downturn in business caused by the present 
recession. 

“With the Gulf Crisis no more than a few weeks old TAPIO HQ was beginning to get enquiries 
from officers keen to volunteer for service should a British task force be sent. By October,  the 
first four TAPIOs received Short Service Volunteer Commissions and were en route to Saudi 
Arabia. These were Captains Anthony Fairbanks Weston, Peter Williams, Richard Huxford and 
Mervyn Wynne Jones.  

“A month later they were joined by Captain Peter Griffiths who postponed an expansion of his 
business until after his three months tour of duty. At the end of November Colonel David 
McDine took command of the British section at the Joint Information Bureau in Dhahran and I 
joined the JIB in Riyadh in mid-January with a similar role. Major Aubrey Chalmers joined us in 
early February and was attached to Headquarters, Riyadh. 
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“Back in the United Kingdom TAPIOs were working to administer the moves of personnel to 
the Gulf and to maintain contact with their families. Lt Colonel Graham Barnett took-over as 
Acting Commanding Officer, Major Doreen Cadwallader volunteered for three months' duty at 
HQ UKLF and Major Pam Huggett undertook an extended period of service at JHQ High 
Wycombe, which ended only in July 1991.  

 

Captain Anthony Fairbanks-Weston, Media Response Team Escort Officer, centre 
kneeling, with the Independent TV News MRT.   Left to Right: Paul Davies, reporter, 
Nigel Thompson, cameraman, and David McBride, second camera and  sound.  

“Many other TAPIOs used their Annual Camp at locations to help the war effort at MOD, HQ 
UKLF and at Districts. All TAPIOs were on stand-by to visit the families of servicemen should 
they have become casualties. 

“Even in the aftermath of the Gulf War TAPIOs continued to serve. Operation HAVEN in 
northern Iraq required volunteers and Major David Falcke was sent for a three-month period. 
Captain Anthony Fairbanks Weston again volunteered (the freedom of a bachelor!) and served 
in northern Iraq for a short period. 

• “For the committed TA officer, to be asked to serve during a war is an accolade for the 
years of training and a recognition that the TA is not merely decorative. To serve his or 
her country at a time of crisis is often a personal fulfilment the emotions of which 
should not be underestimated. Nor should the frustration be ignored of those officers 
who, for one reason or another, were unable to volunteer for service. 

“The wives and families of TAPIOs serving in the Gulf were probably the bravest of all. They 
experienced an enormous and unexpected disruption to family life set in a civilian context. 
Without a well-rehearsed military welfare organisation to monitor them and to offer moral 
support, the families were clearly vulnerable to loneliness and, perhaps, to despair.  
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Fortunately, all of our families came through intact and in good heart. On behalf of the TAPIO 
Pool I would like to give my heartfelt thanks to the wives, the husbands and the families of the 
officers who served.” 

RN & RAF PR teams Not Forgotten. 

Colin had not forgotten the members of the Royal Naval Reserve Public Affairs Branch or 
those  of 7644 Squadron RAuxAF who had also volunteered. His comments came in the TAPIO 
unit journal, Despatches, which was to cover the communications effort on Operation Granby 

in great detail.  Many individual stories 
and various analyses of communications 
in the first real TV war were also covered 
by the Editor Lt Colonel Lawrie Phillips.   

Like others in the reserve media 
operations units Lawrie had also 
participated  on the home front.  His 
appointment as a Government Information 
Officer kept him in the thick of the media 
activities while others like Lt Colonel Mike 
Peters were held back by their defence 
company employers to ensure that the 
role of industry in the conflict was also 
appreciated and understood, 

Elsewhere in this edition Hugh Colver 
recounts the saga of sand filters and their 
vital role in the Gulf War.  Why the 
Ministry of Defence was unprepared for a 
desert war is, perhaps, another story but 
Mike’s first taste of media interest in the 
inevitable coverage of equipment 
problems put him to the fore.   

“ Down in the Westcountry, at Westland’s 
Helicopters in Yeovil,  the factory was flat 
out”, said Mike.  “ The Armed Forces were 
re- discovering that desert warfare brings 
the problems of sand.  Helicopter rotor 

blades were eroding rapidly in the clouds of sand they generate at low level and a fix had to be 
found quickly.  The solution was a sort of Sellotape for the leading edges.   

“But it was engine filters that posed the main problem.  There were no sand filters in service. 
The Army’s Lynx helicopters were in trouble because the MoD had declined to order the 
specially designed filters at the time of the initial purchase of the Army’s world beating Lynx.   

“It fell to a clerk at Yeovil to find the solution. Sand filters were designed and built by Westland 
for Lynx operating with a particular Middle Eastern country.  They had no spares-to-spare, but 
Westland’s team found a crated pair of filters gathering cobwebs in a long-forgotten corner of 
the stores warehouse.    

“ Dozens of retired Westland employees were contacted, and a rapid reverse engineering 
project found the civilian volunteers tapping away at hand shaping the metal parts.  It was 
quite a story for local TV and the pensioner volunteers got their due credit.”  

Despatches ran for six years before it fell to a defence cut but in its time was eagerly sought 
by communications professionals and it appeared around the world in many an embassy 
waiting room. Its successor, Scribblings, produced at minimal cost and using social media for 
circulation, is now available on the world wide web.    

The following extracts from the communications participants in Operation Granby and its 
associated operations tell their own tales. 
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Future Commanders - be warned! 

By Brigadier Patrick Cordingley DSO. (now Major General Retired).  The  
commander of 7th Armoured Brigade was commissioned into 5th Royal 
Inniskilling Dragoon Guards and served with in Libya, the United 
Nations Force in Cyprus, the UK and BAOR. He was as an instructor at 
the RAC Centre Signals School and after attending the Army Staff 
College commanded a squadron in BAOR before a MOD appointment 
in Operational Requirements. He returned to the Staff College as a 
member of the Directing Staff before taking command of his Regiment. 
He was the Military Secretary at HQ UKKLF before assuming command 
of the 7th Armoured Brigade in December 1988.  He  arrived in the Gulf 
on September 17, 1990 and remained throughout to play a leading role 
in the stunning victory. 

 For much of the Desert Shield phase he was the sole British field commander and he and his 
brigade group achieved a considerable amount of favourable coverage worldwide for the 
United Kingdom contribution to the Coalition. But here he reveals how even the best-run PR 
campaign can go wrong. 

THE FIRST INCLINATION I had that the 7th Armoured Brigade might be deployed to Saudi 
Arabia and that we might become the focus of mass media attention was during the course of 
a divisional study day in early September 1990 in Wolfenbuttel, Germany. 

Time passed and rumours increased but no one made any further suggestions to me until 11 
September when I was told that an independent brigade group, based on 7th Armoured 
Brigade, would deploy to the Middle East and that a public announcement to this effect was 
imminent. 

From then on, the lives of all of us in the 7th Armoured Brigade Group were turned upside 
down. But as this article is only dealing with the stresses and pressures that the media put on 
us, I will not bother the reader with other details.  

Very early on I was acquainted with the plan that the Director of Public Relations (Army) had 
made, and  I was told that the details would be handled by my own Public Information Officer, 
Major James Myles, who was to come to us from the 1st Armoured Division. 
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At this stage, the media themselves arrived. I had expected this intrusion but the manner of its 
coming was revealing. To prepare me for the first encounter I was not only called to the corps 
headquarters to be briefed by the Commander- in-Chief BAOR and the Corps Commander, but 
on the morning of the press facility DPR(A) and my divisional commander arrived at breakfast 
time to rehearse a question-and-answer routine. This coincided with my first malaria 
medication; I was promptly sick, but I did feel well-prepared and briefed ! 

 On arriving at Fallinbostel for the facility, it was interesting to note that my plan for the day 
had been overturned. I believed that we should show the British public a mass of armour and 
had accordingly arranged the Royal Scots Dragoon Guards' tank park. The public information 

staff had all the tanks tidily put back in 
the hangers and one representative 
piece of equipment from each arm 
organised in a semi-circle, not dissimilar 
to a country fete. It was quite clear to me 
then that there was a small battle about 
to begin. 

On 17 September, after another press 
facility, I flew with the operational 
reconnaissance team to Riyadh. Our 
accommodation was to be the 
Intercontinental Hotel. The contrast 
between the white robes of the 
displaced Kuwaiti guests and our 
combat kit, gas masks and pistols, was 
stark.  
 
After the reconnaissance was complete, 
I returned to my own brigade 
headquarters in Soltau, eventually 
travelling back to Saudi Arabia with the 
advance party on 11 October. 
 
The problems that faced us on arrival 
needed to be prioritized: I identified four 
to which I gave precedence over all 
others.  

The third was to learn to handle the 
media effectively.  In retrospect, I believe that the media plan had been well made in the 
Ministry of Defence and that the recommendations of the Beach Committee after the Falklands 
War had been scrupulously followed. But nobody could have foreseen the real extent of the 
problem. There were some 1,000 British and foreign correspondents living in Dhahran, 50 
miles from the port of Al Jubayl.  

Quite rightly, their editors required a story from them daily. As a result, we laid on a major 
press facility every other day, for the first two months that we were in theatre. No media plan 
had been devised for such an invasion and, even if it had been, it could not have foreseen the 
stress that it put on commanders and the small public information staff that we had available 
to us. 

It is interesting to note that during this time, very early on, I had been written to by ITV asking 
if they could give us a team on a permanent basis until the crisis was over. I offered this letter 
to the Ministry of Defence and heard nothing more about it. It was, of course, a similar idea to 
the Media Response Team (MRT) and at the time it would have been very easy for me to set up 
because I had the vehicles available to me.  

It is also interesting but understandable that it was many months before such a system was 
effectively implemented. Clearly, negotiations with the media organisations over membership 
of the MRTs had to be conducted back in London by the Ministry of Defence rather than on the 
ground. 
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Almost immediately there was a set-back to the media campaign. We were presented with the 
front page of The Times where there was & picture of two of our soldiers dressed in vest and 
underpants carrying their gas masks and rifles, and underneath it the caption, 'On patrol in the 
Gulf'. Quite rightly, Mrs Thatcher wanted to know what we were up to and asked the Secretary 
of State for Defence. 

 It was not long before the question arrived with me in the sheds, and 40C, on the quayside of 
Al Jubayl.  I was most concerned that anybody should doubt our professionalism. The truth of 
the matter was that the incorrectly-dressed soldiers were not on duty when photographed but 
the damage had already been done. This was one of the hazards of encouraging openness 
with the media, but for every adverse story there were hundreds that were positive. 

Then we had to tackle the problem of trivia in the tabloids. It became apparent that our soldiers 
were being offered up to £300 a letter should they be published and of course when they were, 
they tended to be of a derogatory nature. One went through the business of finding out 

whether it was 
possible to censor 
soldiers' letters, but 
when there were 
some 10,000 of us in 
theatre, most of 
whom were writing 
one or two 'blueys' a 
day, the task was 
clearly going to be an 
impossibility and of 
questionable legality. 

As a result of these 
problems, one had to 
take dramatic 
decisions, and very 
soon media was not 
third on my list of 
priorities but first on 
the agenda of the 
daily conference. It 
also became apparent 
that I had to 
strengthen my own P 
Info team, and I took 
one of my most 

experienced and competent majors from his unit and promoted him temporary lieutenant 
colonel, putting him in charge of the P Info activities.  

We were not only a curiosity during this time for the media: during our first seven weeks in 
theatre, we hosted 112 military or civilian visitors of major general status and above. Whilst we 
were very keen to accept these visits, because it fell in line with the P Info aim of projecting an 
efficient and well organised brigade group, it was an extra burden when added to the already 
excessive attention from the press and television. 

Even during our initial training phase in the desert, I felt that the media was still concentrating 
on trivia rather than the major issues that were clearly at stake in the eastern part of the Gulf. It 
was the massive scale and unconventional nature of the warfare about to be entered into that 
concerned us: this didn't seem to find a place in the articles that were being published about 
the brigade group. So, towards the middle of November, I spoke to General Sir Peter de la 
Billiere and discussed the problem with him, asking if I could address it to a team of visiting 
defence correspondents. He felt that I was not the right person to do so. 

Towards the end of November these correspondents came straight from the Ministry of 
Defence to my headquarters in the desert. After briefing them for some 20 minutes I took their 
questions.  
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The first that came to me was 'We understand, Brigadier, that if you go into the attack now you 
will take very few casualties'. This did seem to me a ridiculous comment to make : the two 
armies that were facing each other were quite enormous!  

With my recent discussion with General Peter in mind, and conscious that we were trying to 
answer questions honestly, I said words to the effect 'When two armies of this size meet there 
are bound to be a considerable number of casualties’, but I went on to point out that although 
we were psychologically prepared to take casualties, I didn't believe there would be many 
British dead or wounded because we were extremely well-trained, and we had better 
equipment than the other side. I also said I wondered if the British public was similarly ready. 
And I thought no more about it. 

At the end of the second day of the visit, I went to have dinner with the correspondents in Al 
Jubayl. At the end of the meal one defence correspondent leant over to me and said, 'It was a 
lovely trip, Brigadier, and we have been most impressed with what we have seen, but we're 
slightly sorry about what we might have done to you'.  

• 'What do you mean?' said I, and he replied 'Well, we have really made a little bit of a 
saga out of casualties'. As I drove back into the desert in my Land Rover his comment 
began to prey on my mind and, as we had satellite communications up and running 
from the headquarters, I put through a telephone call to my brother, who is a solicitor. I 
asked him if there was anything that caused him concern in the newspapers recently 
and he said, 'It's funny you should ask that, but I have the Evening Standard in front of 
me and the headline makes interesting reading: 'British commander's warning as Gulf 
forces go on alert; Prepare for a Bloodbath'. 

During the course of that night, I was woken up four times to be asked precisely what I had 
said to the press and on the following day I received the expected rocket from General de la 
Billiere. While talking to him, I asked permission to continue with my proposed two-day visit to 
Bahrain. This had been organised for some time and, although there was work involved, it was 
also my first opportunity to have a break in three months. 

 When I arrived, I moved into a very comfortable five-star hotel with the RAF groundcrew and 
the first day was extremely pleasant. On the second day, Tuesday, the Sunday papers arrived, 
and I bought several, which was a mistake. In one I was giving advice to Mr Major, who had 

been in power for only one week 
and I wasn't certain that he would 
be impressed by that, and in 
another it was demanded that I 
should be sacked.  

Rather moodily, I went off to lunch 
and on returning I was given two 
messages, one to ring up the 
British Ambassador in Riyadh and 
the other to ring up General Peter. 
I went up to my room to make 
these telephone calls only to find 
that neither gentleman would be 
available until the following day. 

The next 18 hours I can only describe as stressful. That is the sort of pressure the media can 
put on you. 

Incidentally, during that same meeting with the journalists, I managed to get in a comment 
about our troops not being as well-supported from home as our neighbouring American 
divisions. Of course, the results from that comment brought action from The Daily Telegraph 
and slight embarrassment to me as it seemed that I was complaining. However, the response 
from the British public towards Christmas time was quite dramatic and I did my best to make 
certain that the soldiers responded to all the letters and presents that came their way. 

On returning from Bahrain to the desert I discovered that Colonel David McDine, an old friend  
had arrived to help mastermind future P Info programmes.  
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His appointment was a classic example of finding just the right person for the delicate 
situation. His advice and the pressures of training helped me dismiss the kerfuffle over the 

casualty affair. 

The arrival of the 1st Armoured Division 
and 4 Armoured Brigade should have 
taken the media pressure from us, and for 
a week or so it did. But then the MRT 
system came into being and we were 
back again with a constant concern as to 
what to show the media on a daily basis.  

However, having a television crew and a 
sound crew from the BBC with us as half 
of the team and not just press was, in 
many respects, a relief; throughout the 
previous four months we had found that 
television and radio were, for obvious 
reasons, much more likely to report 

things as they were, as opposed to the newspapers which relied entirely on the journalists' 
interpretation and style of expression. 

 I could write at length about the success of the MRTs but much of that has already been 
covered in previous issues by people more competent than I to comment and assess; but I do 
congratulate all those P Info officers, both regular and TA, who made it work so well. The MRT 
members became friends like any other persons in the brigade.  

The main problem lay in when to brief them fully on our operational plans; too soon and it 
would inhibit their ability to report truthfully and leave it too late and it would cause frustration. 
I was also concerned over how casualties would be reported once the land war had started, 
but so were the journalists. 

 However close we had become I knew that their job and mine had, in war, different aims. I felt 
affronted for them afterwards when some of their colleagues suggested that their relationship 
with the forces had altered their ability to report truthfully. But of course, the final phase of the 
media plan was never, fortunately, fully tested. 

And just as we must be careful about the tactical lessons we take from a war where we 
defeated a technologically inferior enemy on featureless terrain, we must also accept that the 
P Info plan was never fully stretched because we met with virtually no reverses during the four 
days land war. Let us hope we will never put it to the test in future but be aware that this vital 
final phase must be studied in depth. 

NETWORKS! Two minutes to the British 
Briefing 

THE TRANSMISSION CONTROLLER WITH THE ABC TV CREW FADED TO BLACK 
AND PAUSED. ' THE POTENTIAL TV AUDIENCE FOR THESE BRIEFINGS MUST BE 
AROUND 600 MILLION WORLDWIDE. DO THE MILITARY REALISE THE POWER OF 
THAT FIGURE  

By Lt Colonel Colin Mason, CO TAPIO Pool. Professional broadcaster and entrepreneur. Colin 
moved to Psy Ops in the latter part of his career and was equally successful in his new role.  
He now owns manages two UK radio stations. 

THIS CONVERSATION and others like it in the early days of the television briefings from 
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, did ensure that the Allies recognised the importance of live 
television not only for the public back home, but also for the audience around the world. 
The British Forces Public Information team seized the opportunities offered by live 
television coverage and for the duration the Gulf War achieved considerable success at 
home and abroad. 
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Whether or not the global nature of the TV audience was recognised, the United States 
Military Public Affairs team initially was better 
prepared for live television coverage than the 
British Public Information team. But then the 
Americans had been the prime movers in 
establishing the Allied Joint Information 
Bureau (AJIB) in a hotel opposite the Saudi 
Ministry of Defence and Aviation known 
popularly as MODA. The hotel's conference 
rooms were used to accommodate the 
technical facilities of the many international 
television and radio news organisations. 

The British Forces Middle East had the good 
sense to join with the Americans and co-
locate our Public Information staff in the AJIB. 
As the television briefings became regular it 
was natural and expected that the British 
would produce their own briefing slot 
alongside the Americans and Saudis. 
Meanwhile the French had established their 
public affairs team independently in the 
Novotel Hotel some three miles distant. In 
consequence the French missed out on a 
great deal of international coverage 
particularly in the Anglo-Saxon world. So 
much so the French military eventually made 
regular trips to the AJIB to give briefings. 

My arrival in Riyadh coincided with the start of 
regular TV briefings and Lieutenant Colonel 
Nick Southward, heading the British Public 
Information staff, decided to dedicate all 
available broadcasting talent to the production of a British Forces briefing. Immediately I 
teamed up with Group Captain Niall Irving who had arrived in theatre a few days earlier. 

• The early thinking was that there was likely to be a call for just two or three briefings a 
week. This was quickly revised upwards as public and official reactions to the 
briefings came in. An early decision to establish a separate and smaller British briefing 
centre also had to be changed; it was a mistake for the room could not adequately 
accommodate the large number of international press nor was it conveniently located. 
We. Therefore, moved to the main media centre with an immediate improvement in 
attendance and coverage. Rapidly the briefings became nightly. 

The initial briefings were very basic, but from the start Group Captain Irving proved to be an 
ideal briefer. He was personable, non-pompous, knowledgeable and exuded veracity. On the 
other hand, his appearance and style needed some adjustment. Like any RAF aircrew wearing 
Army kit the Group Captain looked uneasy in his tropical greens. With his shirt buttoned up to 
his neck he was lacking in style. 

 Moreover, this was not how the British Public expected to see their fighting men in the desert, 
particularly after the furore in the press over the lack of desert uniforms. 

Among Headquarters personnel a view persisted at the time that frontline desert uniforms 
which were still in short supply, should be reserved exclusively for the troops in the desert. 
Mistakenly, this view prevailed to the extent that the British TV briefer could not be issued with 
a desert uniform.  

• The problem was solved when Fowler Captain Will, a TA officer attached to P Info. and 
newly arrived from the Division, was spotted in the AJIB corridor wearing desert 
uniform. The garments, originally issued to a private soldier, were removed from 
Captain Fowler's person, laundered and handed over to Group Captain Irving in time 
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for that evening's briefing. Thereafter, until well into February, this sole desert uniform 
was worn initially by the Group Captain and a succession of senior officers who gave 
briefings in front of the TV cameras. This action was endorsed a few days later when 
the MOD directed that all personnel appearing in front of the cameras should wear 
desert uniform. 

Now, humorous though this episode was, it did highlight a lack of awareness of the need to 
reassure the British public over their welfare concerns for the troops. Despite the earlier fuss 
over desert uniforms, here was a Tornado pilot acting as the British Forces Spokesman in 
front of the world 's media still in tropical greens ! 

We were caught on the hop too over props for the briefing presentation area. A Union Flag on 
a stand would have been useful as would have been a decent British Forces plaque for the 
front of the podium. From the first briefing there had been a need for a professional graphic 
design capability to illustrate maps, diagrams and the like. By early February, the plaque had 
been obtained locally and many visual aids had been flown in from London, but we never did 
obtain a suitable flag. 

The Americans on the other hand were much quicker off the mark with most of their 'props' 
arriving within the first week. Moreover, many had the advantage of a large staff of multi-
skilled media professionals, regular and reserve,  under the command of Lieutenant Colonel 
Mike Gallagher USAF, a Vietnam public affairs veteran.  

Even so the best examples of presentational graphics were reserved for the great 'showman' 
General Schwarzkopf. His maps and 
illustrations were clear, crisp and 
excellent for television. These, together 
with his tremendous confidence and 
brilliant timing made General 
Schwarzkopf a TV producer's 'dream' 
performer. 

Group Captain Niall Irving proved to be 
an adept performer too. Video 
playbacks of his performance allowed 
him to develop his style by learning 
from mistakes and by trying out new 
techniques. He also adopted an 
individual style of selecting questioners in the audience which avoided pointing at them 
aggressively. We freed the Group Captain from the tyranny of the podium microphone by 
giving him a lapel radio microphone. 

 However, it was some weeks before he exploited the new freedom of mobility and moved out 
from behind the podium. He became adept at the newscaster's 'headline' phraseology which 
put punch into his delivery. Group Captain Irving became careful over his personal 
appearance both at briefings and at individual television interviews. The result was a 
confidence-building briefer who had the information and who fitted exactly the public image of 
a front-line Royal Air Force pilot. 

The scripting of Group Captain Irving's briefs was a tricky matter. After vetting the 'news' 
items for operational security, the daily problem was writing a form of words which gave 
freshness to repetitive events. 

 Behind the operational news the public was looking for optimism and spirit, yet the often-grim 
circumstances forbade outright humour or levity. Overall, a distinctive style and delivery was 
developed which was designed to deliberately contrast with the sepulchral tones of the long-
remembered Falklands briefings.  

The production team consisted of the Group Captain, Leading Writer Ian McLean, Royal Navy 
(who typed the scripts at high speed and operated the fishpole directional microphone at the 
briefing) and myself.  We learned to be cautious over the frequent use of video clips in the 
briefings.  
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The TV networks became ever more hungry for the operational clips taken from aircraft gun 
barrel cameras. We previewed dozens of clips a day to provide the clearest visual images of a 
particular event or technique. Yet to some journalists this was simply 'sanitizing' the 
operations!  

Inevitably there were complaints that the video clips were repetitive. But then, when one has 
seen a laser-designated bomb destroy a bridge, generally speaking, one has seen them all. 
The wise routine was to use video clips sparingly and then to illustrate particular events or 
operational techniques. Our intentions early on to use occasional clips from training films for 
illustrative purposes were not generally well-received, the networks being critical of anything 
less dramatic than the real thing. 

As the reader will have deduced, important as it was to brief the journalists in Riyadh, the 
presentations performed the equally important function of briefing the public back home 
watching the event in their living rooms. When addressing the cameras our aim was to talk 
simply and honestly to Mr and Mrs British Public at home. Early feedback by way of letter and 
newspaper articles encouraged the production team in their efforts. 

• Indications of success and plaudits came very early on from an unexpected source - 
from the United States of America. Group Captain Irving received several thousand 
letters of appreciation and straightforward fan mail from all over the world, but mainly 
from North America. The most impressive letter of all came from Mrs Barbara Bush in 
the White House. The US public affairs team was more than a little envious! 

The general appreciation of the British briefings from the Gulf has not obscured the fact that 
there were lessons learned. For instance, although the military was aware that the Gulf was 
going to be a 'television war', we appeared to be surprised by the impact of live television. We 
were lucky with Group Captain 
Irving.  

As any producer will testify, the 
presenter is of major 
importance, yet we had not 
anticipated and met the need 
with a selection procedure of 
auditions and specialist training.  

The Americans did not cover 
themselves with glory in this 
respect either. They went 
through three briefers before 
settling on General Richard 
Neale. 

Technically, the British Forces 
P. Info Team needs its own professional, multisystem video editing equipment. We were 
obliged to rely on the facilities of ITN whose production team vacated the room whenever 
sensitive material needed to be previewed.  

Generally, this worked well but on one occasion led to a row. Concerning the 'props' in future 
crises, perhaps at the first hint of impending conflict we should consider our likely needs in 
the light of the latest presentational technology. 

Where television is concerned, the most fundamental consideration is to put that traditional 
British 'reserve' and 'stiff upper lip' firmly behind us. Inevitably we are concerned with image 
and our traditional reserve does not do justice to the fine efforts of the troops in the field.  

With friend and foe attempting to dominate the television screen before an attentive audience 
at home and throughout the world, we would be failing if we did not use every presentational 
technique in the book to give a good account of the British operations. 
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On the desert air… 

By (the late) Wing Commander Alex Dickson MBE AE FBIM.  
Alex Dickson was  Programme Director of Radio Clyde's two 
stations, Clyde 1 FM and Clyde 2, covering West Central 
Scotland. As Wing Commander Dickson, OC 7644 Flight, 
RAFVR, the specialist press relations unit of the RAF, he was 
called up and served at Dhahran in Saudi Arabia during the Gulf 
Conflict.  Alex sadly passed away some years ago, but not 
before becoming Honorary Air Commodore to 7644 Squadron. 

THERE IS NOTHING LIKE AN AIR RAID SIREN for focusing the 
mind. On its way was a Scud missile. Despite the undiverted 
concentration, it was still almost impossible to pull up the 
trousers of the chemical-protection suit. 

In the darkness of the sandbag-shelter, helping hands reached 
out. In other situations, this could have prompted an offended 
rejection. Well, they did belong to comparative strangers. But 
you quickly learn who your friends are under the flight path of 
Saddam's terror weapons. 

We waited for the crump. Ever heard bad jokes being told through a respirator, to a captive 
audience determined to laugh if only to drown out the din of their own heartbeats ? Or listened 
to the rubberised breathing of fifty men and women cuddled together for a protection which 
would have been non-existent. 

I asked myself that first time - there were never any problems with the NBC suit thereafter - 
what I was doing there, sitting on the sand. A member of the RAFVR on his third stint in the 
Gulf, determined not to miss the war, positively delighted to have been called up, a volunteer 
in desert camouflage just occasionally wondering how the radio stations were managing 
without him. 

Meeting some of the finest, the bravest, the most extraordinarily ordinary people on earth, was 
the answer I came to understand. But only later. Like Gerry, who led his Tornado bombers in 
the first attack, a chunky always smiling man who was a demi-god to his crews. When he 
hangs up his flying boots, he must become a writer. Without knowing it, he talked in quotes. 

• How was the flak ? 'Like reverse rain,' came the reply, as he scrounged a coffee after 
landing. I did not understand then, but he was ready to grin because it uncoiled the 
strain of a sortie at 180 feet and 500miles an hour in pitch-blackness on the way to 
Baghdad. 

Mike had completed 22 raids in 40 days. During World War Il, a bomber pilot was asked to fly 
30 missions then he was rested for up to a year. Question to him: 'SAMS (surface to air 
missiles) much trouble this time out?' 

Answer: 'Three of them locked onto us and we were fairly active when it came to making sure 
they didn't get us. Interesting experience.' He did not smile, but he went out, night after night. 

Les was an engineer who seemed to grumble about everything... 'Yes, you've all done 12 
hours but there's a job to finish ... you keen to lend a hand?' Moustaches bristling and very 
serious, he would answer slowly: 'You must be thinking of somebody else.' Behind backs, he 
would wink. 

When the air raid alarm sounded and the rest of us stumbled through the black-out to the 
shelters, tripping over aerials and guy ropes, he led his men to work on servicing the jets and 
bombing them up for their next sortie. They were out there, in the open, while the rest of us 
huddled. And hoped. Or prayed. 

I will never forget the corporal cook who could rival any chef. Apologising for the flies, he 
produced a four-choice menu from his tent in the sand, 24 hours a day, and an endless supply 
of Rangers and Celtic jokes. 
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My unit's job was to act as advisors, minders, fixers, bridges between the commanders and 
the media. And censors. Certainly, we were called all of these things, and worse. 

Everyone was a volunteer. One officer was aboard the Nimrod which flew the RAF's first 
operational sortie in August. Another was the first reservist in the Gulf, unpacking his 
typewriter two days after the Tornados flew in. He was one of the last out after the cease fire. 

• We are all poachers turned gamekeeper. The Flight includes the deputy editor of a big 
provincial daily, the night news editor of a London national, a photographer who 
covered Northern Ireland, radio and television reporters, PR executives who 
apprenticed on broadsheets and a former defence correspondent turned best-selling 
author. Disparate, they are grown-up not gung-ho, and belong to a by-invitation only 
unit which has its origins in the brilliant idea of putting H E Bates into RAF uniform to 
write his "Flying Officer X" stories for the Air Ministry. They wear the same VR badges 
as he did. 

7644 was sprinkled across the Gulf throughout the Campaign, and as with each and every 
member of the 700,000 coalition forces who took part in the 100 Hours War - how easy it is to 
forget that it had been fought in the air for more than a month before the land battle began - 
they will have brought very personal memories. 

Mine are exclusively of the spirit of those extraordinarily ordinary people, no apology for the 
repeated description, I was privileged to serve alongside. 

There is a box of colour slides stored inside my head, and a prevailing sense that I Was A 
Camera. Rightly or wrongly, politically wise or imprudent, internationally inevitable or the just 
cause of churchmen's debate, it did not matter after it started. From 30 countries, we were 
there 

.Not mobilised but RN Reservists were there 

With over 30 Royal Navy ships in the area, press interest in the Naval operation was high and 
the RNR Public Affairs Branch was put to the test 
for the first time, said Commander Sue Eagles, 
pictured right.  Sue is now Director 
Communications at the RN Heritage Flight at 
RANS Yeovilton.    

Although not officially mobilised, 19 members of 
the Branch 'volunteered' and contributed a 
combined total of over 120 weeks to the Operation.  

Many of them in full-time media related jobs as 
civilians, their role was exactly their raison d’étre - 
to act as media advisors to their Commanding 
Officer or Flag Officer and to assist the television 
news teams and journalists to achieve accurate, 
balanced and responsible news reporting. 

Lieutenant Commander Phil Treloar took time off 
from his professional job as the Public Relations 
Manager, Ferranti Naval Systems, to set up press facilities from Dubai, Jebel Ali and Abu 
Dhabi and Lieutenant Commander David Pickup, a Principal Lecturer at the Military Academy 
Sandhurst, worked both ashore from Bahrain and with the trade and technical press embarked 
in RFA Argus. 

The longest-serving RNR officer in the Gulf was Lieutenant Steve Harwood who took-off a term 
from the School of Oriental and African Studies in London to join the destroyer HMS Cardiff 
later transferring to HMS Exeter.  

A former regular RN officer, Harwood joined the JIB in Kuwait after its liberation. He arrived 
back home on 18 March and the following day, suitably battle-scarred and jet-lagged, sat his 
oral examinations in Japanese - and passed! 
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Lieutenant John Parris RNR, a 
floor Manager and Producer for 
HTV in 'real life', served in the 
Type 42 Destroyer, HMS 
Gloucester, for six weeks 
escorting ITN's Michael 
Nicholson and cameraman 
Eugene Campbell. 

 The television and news coverage 
they achieved of the successful 
Lynx actions against Iraqi patrol 
boats was of tremendous value for 
both the Fleet Air Arm and the 

Navy. 

While essentially a land war, not a naval war, the pro-active stance of the Public Affairs 
officers also helped ensure informed understanding and public support for the Navy's role. 
The Royal Navy's five Hunt Class MCMVs bore the brunt of the intensive mine 
countermeasures activity and as the climax of the campaign approached few can forget the 
televised grand entrance made by the minesweepers, as they led the way for allied ships into 
the newly liberated Kuwait harbour.  

Escorting an ITN cameraman in a Navy helicopter filming the event was Public Affairs Branch 
officer, Lieutenant Mike Maryon, who served in the frigate HMS Brave. 'The imperative need for 
security sometimes had to cut across the demands for information' said Mike. 'There was the 
ever-present concern that information that may be of use to the enemy could be disclosed'.  

As well as serving in the Gulf, several members of the Public Affairs Branch also acted as 
media briefing officers in the Joint Forces HQ High Wycombe.  

But how far forward have we come ? Were the lessons of the Falklands learned ? And what are 
the lessons for the future ? The dramatic advances in communications technology raised 
completely new challenges, with instant reporting possible from both sides. The ability to 
produce up-to-the-minute information also generated its own demand for more. T 

here were benefits and limitations but considering the size and complexity of the operation 
and the large multi-national press corps involved, the Information Officers of all the Services 
acquitted themselves very well.  

Hectic life for the Royal Navy media teams  

Defence information officer Stu Read was called to the Gulf ahead of hostilities to boost the 
strength of the Royal Navy media relations team.  He was to return 
for the start of offensive operations.  These extracts from his diary 
show the complexities, the frustrations and the successes of the 
press officer’s job.  Having previously worked in the Department of 
Environment where he wrote speeches and ghosted feature articles 
for fourteen ministers,  Stuart Reed joined the MOD in 1974 as head 
of Naval Publications. Later he became the MOD Picture Editor 
before taking charge of the Navy Press Desk at the time of the 
Falklands. He was a secondee in the Number 10 Press Office under 
Bernard Ingham before moving to Portsmouth as Staff PRO to the 
Flag Officer. During that time he helicoptered with the RN divers to 
Zeebrugge immediately following the capsize of the Herald of Free 
Enterprise arranging media interviews on site with Naval 
personnel.  This was followed by the role of  Principal Information 
Officer to Commander-in-Chief, Home Command and  then served 
two years as Chief Information Officer for the Army in Northern 
Ireland. This was followed by a move to the Navy’s Fleet 
Headquarters at Northwood. 
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 He visited the Middle East prior to Operation Desert Shield, contributed to the Gulf PR Plan 
and set up the media centre in Dubai. He was also in theatre (including Saudi and Kuwait) 
during all of Operation Desert Storm for which he was awarded the Commander in Chief’s 
commendation. Stuart carried out assignments in Central America, the Carribbean, Cambodia, 
Hong Kong, the Mediterranean and was detached to the UN for Operation Grapple in Bosnia in 
1993. 
 
He was the Chief Press Officer for HM Prison Service for 13  months (without remission) be-
fore returning to MOD as Assistant Director (Marketing) in the Directorate of Naval Recruiting. 
He retired in 1999. A keen musician, Stuart plays violin in several amateur orchestras in Hamp-
shire, London and Milan. 
 

14 January 1991. 

After earlier, exploratory visits to Dubai, Abu Dhabi and Bahrain I returned to the Gulf where I 
had set up the Royal Navy  International Press Centre in the Forte Grand Hotel near Dubai 
airport.  Hopes of setting up a press centre in the Dubai Consulate were squashed by Foreign 
Office staff who were determined to keep a low profile. However, the RNLO and his people 
were helpful throughout. 

The media build up was continuing apace.  Press agencies, British television, radio and 
regional and national newspapers were there plus television crews from Sweden, Italy and 
Dubai itself.  German radio was represented as well as the local papers, Gulf News and Khaleej 
Times. 

Journalists had been embarked and at sea in HMS London, HMS Gloucester, HMS Brazen and 
RFA Fort Grange as well as RN video and stills cameramen.  

Media facilities had been arranged in MCMVs alongside in Jebel Ali port.  In my sporadic trips 
to sea, I filed stories and pictures to Reuters, PA and the local Gulf media outlets which were 
eagerly snapped up. 

19 January 1991. 

The Allied Joint Information Bureau was successfully moved to the Hilton Hotel adjacent to the 
World Trade Centre where the US Public Info Team were ensconced.  A whole host of media 
representatives were now registered and in daily contact with RN PR.  Sky News, ABC News, 
BBC TV and AP were there together with many more outlets from Holland, Switzerland, Italy, 
Korea, Japan and the Christian Science Monitor.  CNN had already trumpeted the operation as 
”the most public military engagement the world has ever seen”. 

26 January 1991. 

I and the team filed two stories over the past 24 hours to as many outlets which would take 
them.  One was HMS Ledbury’s arrival on station.  Interviews with the Captain and Ratings 
plus supporting pictures were filed to UK outlets, especially the Scottish papers.  The tale of 
the Royal Yachtsmen who volunteered as dhobi men in warships was a popular press story to 
put on the wires.  Regional papers loved it.  An earlier story about the casevac of a US 
serviceman accompanied by a female naval surgeon (Surgeon Lt Kathy Blaydes) from HMS 
Herald to USS Mercy became a sub editor’s dream - “Brit Lady Doc in Mercy Dash”.  We are 
now sending material to the Arab media via AP’s translation capability. 

We are a close-knit, uniformed and civilian team, in AJIB Dubai.  Getting material ashore from 
ships, pooling it locally as well as transmitting it to the UK, getting journalists to sea, wiring 
pictures from our hotel bedrooms, developing film in the en-suite bath and briefing MOD and 
CinC Fleet by daily signals keeps us busy.  Signals have to be sent via the RFA at Jebel Ali 
port. 

The posting of Lt Cdr Robin Bourne RNR to the AJIB Dubai is a good move.  He is a former 
RFA Officer, a Merchant Navy Captain and Gulf Pilot.  He is doing great liaison work with the 
port authorities in the region. 
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10 Feb 1991. 

A trip to sea in RFA Bedivere, although thinly attended, went well and helpful articles in the 
Independent and the Western Evening Herald were the result.   

17 February 1991. 

As RN ships are now further up the Gulf, we have moved the AJIB to Bahrain.  We have been 
given a luxurious, top floor suite in the Hilton.  PO (Phot) Burch has set up the wire picture 
transmitter which is in use constantly. We are now “pinging” in colour as well as 
monochrome.  Signals to CinC Fleet and MOD are being sent via RAF Muharraq. 

Bahrain is bustling with media reps and a sizable French contingent has just arrived.  A press 
facility has been held in HMS Herald, alongside in Mina Salman.  The Captain’s interview went 
well and Surgeon Lt Kathy Blaydes got yet another positive plug. 

On the same media facility, tenacious Kathy Evens, a stringer for the Guardian, chatted to US 
soldiers lining up to visit the rest and recreation liner, Cunard Princess. She snatched 
interviews and filed an article which, despite its reference to “the love boat” and “HMS Pussy”, 
was balanced and  fairly helpful.  No  mention was made of the location of Bahrain. However, 
the USN openly objected to the Bahraini Ministry of Information and Kathy was put on a flight 
out of the Kingdom. 

There was a SCUD alert in the morning, so we had to take to the cellars.  The missile must 
have landed some distance away as the “All Clear” was sounded shortly afterwards. 

RAF PR in Bahrain is cantered on the Sheraton. Here, young fighter pilots, high on success 
and relief after risking their lives in the air, share the same hotel as the affluent media. There 
are stories of nightly revels in the Pool Bar, officers and journos being dunked in the water.   

A dinner at which, allegedly, much crockery was smashed was filmed by TVAM but thankfully, 
not broadcast. 

22 February 1991. 

I have been sent across the causeway to Dhahran in Saudi to get on the lee side of the US 
Navy to help coordinate US/RN PR policy.  USN, USAF, MOD PROs are working harmoniously 
together here.  At the airfield two old hands from RAF PR are churning out local boy stories by 
the score on a daily basis.  The RN Phots are doing well too.  PO Phot Campbell’s dramatic 
pictures of shipboard life have been used worldwide. 

24 February 1991. 

Nocturnal SCUD attacks and Patriot firings regularly disturb my rest in Dhahran. I have 
actually slept through a couple. One missile hit a building  not far from our accommodation 
killing several US servicemen.  The AJIB Dhahran (19) is now top of the SCUD league, followed 
by Riyadh (13) and Bahrain (3).  Even today, this league table is hotly disputed. 

There are well over 1,200 journalists ashore in this part of Saudi.  Despite Saudi instructions, 
many are roaming in the desert in their four wheeled drives, searching for stories.  They are 
tooled up with satellite communications.  Some have deserted their places with the RAF PR 
team to head north.  It has become a complete free for all. 

Part of our work here is to drive up the Tap Line Road towards the front and bring back video 
footage for onward transmission in Dhahran. The route is named “Dodge”.  Every so often 
makeshift signs are scrawled with the words “Dodge Sucks”. These are hazardous missions.  
Everyone drives as fast as the bumpy terrain will allow. A trailer full of ammo exploded 
recently on this route scattering shells all over the place. 

Some useful interviews and pictures for provincial media were gained visiting Fleet Air Arm 
mechanics at Dhahran airfield.  I filed a piece about them to Navy News as well as provincial 
outlets. 
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It is worth mentioning that dealing with the media here is heady stuff.  The US JIB has three-
multimillion-dollar lawsuits against them over pool rules and access.  There has been a short 
embargo too which is likely to cause more litigation.  Thankfully, the British media does not 
resort to these tactics. 

27 February 1991. 

At Dhahran Major Bob Fanshawe RM and myself hatched a plot to help the media get closer to 
the front and, hopefully, to Kuwait City itself. 

Eighteen civilian vehicles, loaded with a pool of UK journalists, set off at 13.00.  Among this 
throng was Dame Sue Timpson in charge of the pool TV transmitter. 

The journey turned out to be a nightmare.  Major Fanshawe was Convoy Marshall, and I was 
Tail End Charlie.  Convoy discipline was something which the hacks had not been trained for.  
From the start, the lead cars went too fast stringing us out to about ten miles.  The middle of 
the convoy took a wrong turning shortly after the start.  By the time we rounded most of them 
up we discovered that the vehicle carrying the British dish had sped off towards Riyadh.  It 
took another hour to recover it. 

After nightfall we crossed the Kuwaiti border somewhere beyond the seaside town of Khafji.  
Burnt out tanks and lorries littered the mine and shell-strewn route.  Bomb craters and sand 
berms made night driving tricky.  A four by four carrying several British broadsheet hacks 
broke out of the convoy and raced ahead.  Later, we came across them crawling out of the 
wreckage as they crashed into a tank turret lying in the road.  Tracer bullets flew across the 
sky somewhere ahead of us and artillery fire lit up the horizon as pockets of Iraqi resistance 
were being subdued. 

About 30 miles from Kuwait City, we had the misfortune to meet Col Ibrahim Sharraf, Saudi 
Army P Info.   

He was bringing a coach load of journalists away from the front, keeping them away from the 
action.  Our trip was arranged with Kuwaiti and Saudi officials but being out in the field, Col 
Sharraf was unaware of this.  Angrily, he ordered us to turn back.  We refused.  He then placed 
Saudi soldiers. with automatic weapons cocked. across the road.  We were at an impasse. This 
confrontation ate up three and a half hours of precious time.   

Dame Sue had the satellite dish set up and the TV people telephoned HQCBFME, the aide to 
the local military commander, the Commander of Saudi Forces and the Secretary to the 
Custodian of the two Holy Mosques. This infuriated Col Sharraf even further.  Things were 
getting way above his head.  He placed a soldier with an H and K weapon near to the dish and 
threatened to smash it to pieces. 

Realising the Colonel’s pride was all that was at stake, Major Fanshawe made a grovelling 
public apology while the assembled hacks made noises of contrition.  Sniggerers at the back 
were told to pipe down. Eventually, this pantomime did the trick, and we were allowed to 
proceed. 

Closer to Kuwait City shrapnel and debris caused several punctures and much wheel 
changing took place.  Oil wells blazed on either side of the route.  The noises of battle were not 
far off. 

We were met by AK 47 toting Kuwaiti Resistance fighters who embraced us warmly, kissed us 
on both cheeks and handed out live rounds as a mark of respect. 

28 February 1991. 

The dawn broke but the light was only feeble due to the smoke from the burning oil wells.  We 
found the British JIB was badly sited at the Kuwait Equestrian Club miles out of the city and  
relocated it at the Imperial Hotel near the seafront.  The building had no electricity, water or 
food but at least it was central.  As the much-vaunted British dish was being set up on the 
roof, an Italian journalist picked up a mine detonator which blew his hand off. 
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The press were assembled at the British Embassy the next day to witness soldiers abseiling 
down from a helicopter to its roof.  Even if contrived, this was a great bit of televisual theatre 
to herald the arrival of the British Ambassador. 

Sandstorms and oil fire smoke slowed us down on our return journey to Dhahran. 

3 March 1991. 

Back up North again, I attended the ceasefire signing in Safwan, a town in the South East of 
Iraq, near the Kuwait border.  Nigel Gillies and I got here by US Chinook flying over the flaming 
oil fields.  It was an historic event with an immense display of military might arranged by US 
Centcom.  Hordes of tanks, aircraft and armoured vehicles, securing the area, were ranged 
around the tent where the papers were to be signed.   

General Schwarzkopf arrived with a huge posse of journalists in tow. The camp layout forced 
the camera crews to shoot into the sun.  It was like a rugby scrum with the crowd of hacks all 
elbowing each other aside. 

A limited number of us had been vetted and allowed inside the tent where General 
Schwarzkopf and his aides sat across the table opposite three Iraqi top brass all looking like 
Saddam Hussein himself.  One was General Sultan Hashim Ahmed though, at the time, few of 
us knew who any of them were. 

After the signing General Schwarzkopf spoke outside to a crowd of soldiers.  He had no 
microphone and was almost inaudible. The British media got some snatch interviews with 
General de la Billiere who was very guarded about the outcome of the talks.   

On the flight back to Kuwait the roads below were littered with burnt out Iraqi tanks and 
smashed lorries.  British Royal Engineers were removing the dead and shunting abandoned 
vehicles off the Basra road which the journos wrote up as “the highway to hell”.  For once, 
their hyperbole was apt. 

6 March 1991. 

We in the RN PR team have now discovered that we led the first non-military convoy of 
journalists into Kuwait City.  Major Fanshawe, PO (Phot) Burch and I only found this out today.  
The 18-vehicle convoy of international media got there early while other British military units 
were at the airport and the Marines did not arrive till the afternoon. By good fortune, we had 
mustered the media outside the British Embassy just in time to get some great footage.  
Freelance, un-embedded roving journalists got there too. 

My last journey south from Kuwait City was in prolonged, torrential rain. Hundreds of petrol 
tankers were going the other way.  Saudi and Kuwaiti forces were also going north and setting 
up camps by the roadside. Knots of Arab troops stood and knelt in the desert performing their 
Islamic devotions at prayer times in the downpour. Hundreds, possibly thousands, of US 
Abrahams, Bradleys, Humvees, Chevrolets, tank transporters, fuel bowsers and motorcycles 
were streaming southwards towards ports in Eastern Saudi Arabia.  The convoy seemed 
endless.  US Army and USMC personnel were huddled together on the top of their vehicles.  

Their ponchos were glistening in the chilly, unending rain.  
But they were waving, laughing and smiling.  The boys and 
girls were going home. 

12 March 1991. 

At one point 62-year-old Bill Moore of Soldier Magazine, 
pictured left,  emerged from the desert after six weeks, 
brown as a nut and fit as a fiddle. He’d been filing stories 
all the while and had gone through the breach of the Iraqi 
defences with the assault engineers.   

At one point a group of Iraqi soldiers crawled out of their 
foxholes and, arms in the air, surrendered to him. 
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The rest of the time in theatre, I spent going back and forth to Bahrain, Dhahran and Kuwait 
City.  I spent some time in the desert going around Army camps with Times journalist Kate 
Muir who was gathering material for her “Women At War”.  I supplied her with a number of 
photographs all of which were displayed in her book.  On my very last day in theatre, I got a 
call from the stores to say my desert boots had arrived there for collection. 

Desert Storm – Diary of a club member 
at the front:  
 

IT IS 30 years since the 1991 Gulf War when British troops contributed to the successful Allied 
operation which prevented Saddam’s invasion of Saudi Arabia  and then liberated Kuwait  P&S 
Club member, Tim Purbrick then a Captain commanding a Troop of Challenger Main Battle 
Tanks  wrote a blog which was published on the Army’s web site.  Compiled  from his diaries, 
notebooks and a tape recording he made during the war his recollections have remained 
essential reading ever since.  Tim was to become Commanding Officer of the Media 
Operations Group ( Volunteers) and today heads up the Army’s “ monuments men” unit.  See 
Scratchings from The Pen ( March 2021). 

24th February 1991 

G Day. First O Group points. Phase Line IOWA has already been taken by 1st Inf Div, now 
ordered to withdraw. 0900hrs, Zero Delta has left for the Staging Area. 1000hrs Div O Gp, 
1200hrs Bde orders. Egyptians advanced into southern Kuwait. 1200hrs, Div radio check. L Hr 
will be 1400hrs. M Hr will be the move from the Staging Area. We will move at 1445hrs to a 
Regimental concentration area. 10m between vehs. 25m between lanes. Routine – no cam, no 
shell scrapes, roving sentries, Troop radio stags on min power, 30 mins NTM. 

Orders this afternoon. Move to Staging Area 3 will be on transporters. On arrival, same routine 
as for the Regimental Concentration Area. The move may possibly be on tracks. There is a 
map trace, don’t do the detail. The breach has been made in the Iraqi 48th Infantry Div area.  

It is the least capable of the Iraqi Divs in the Kuwait Theatre of Operations (KTO). 37 Bde 
beyond Phase Line SMASH, well dispersed, armour heavy, likely to be our objective. 
Assessment is that Saddam will use chemical weapons. 

 

Squadron orders commence just before the war. 

The French launched the offensive at 0400hrs. 101st Airborne have a 60km wide front in Iraq. 
82nd Airborne were put back to 0810hrs. 1 ACR are holding on the 40 Northing. The Big Red 
One (1st Inf Div) is at Phase Line MINNESOTA. The Marines are 20-30km into Kuwait. The 
Iraqis have a good Direction Finding (DF) capability, but they are appalling at adjusting fire. All 
moves could be brought forward. Dead bodies. Unless there are lots of casualties, we will 
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collect bodies at the Bde RV and take them back to Saudi for burial, then exhumation and send 
to England. I/d discs go with personal effects. Can use area behind Explosive Reactive Armour 
(ERA) for stowage but not in front. Clear all rubbish. In enemy territory don’t huddle. In the 
Brigade Admin Area, the RHF and KOSB Coys are providing local defence and POW handling. 
No targets on the Iraqi side of the border so the arty fire plan is being reduced. 

Tape recording 

Hello, it’s now G Day. (Sounds of the crew making bomb dropping whistles and shouting ‘gas, 
gas, gas’ – for the benefit of the tape!). It’s twenty to four in the afternoon of Friday. We’re 
sitting in a Regimental Concentration Area before going up to the Staging Area. Things have 
been moving a lot faster than we thought they were. It looks like we’re not going to take the 
transporters up. We’re going to track up. We’re going to drive up to the Staging Area and, 
possibly, even through it. Apparently, the Americans have taken 10,000 prisoners already and 
things look as though they are going along quite swiftly north of the border. So, we don’t know 
what’s quite happening. I’ve got an O Group in about half an hour and, hopefully, we’ll find out 
more then. The American Marines have landed north and south of Kuwait City. The Egyptians 
have gone in, the Marines have gone in. Wait out. 

Second O Group points (1635hrs, Sunday 24th February). Move 1705hrs. D Sqn leads. 7 Bde 
north. 4 Bde south. The French are halfway to their objective. 101st Airborne have secured 
Objective COBRA, around 100kms over the border. 1st Inf Div have 1,000 POWs. Joint 
Command North (Syrians and Egyptians) have two breaches into Kuwait. The Marine 
Expeditionary Force is 30kms into Kuwait and have taken 3,000 prisoners. They are dealing 
with a counter-attack at the moment. ZINC will be our objective. Iraqi tanks are dug in all the 
way up to their turrets and APCs are completely dug in. Irish Hussars will lead the Staffords in 
the north and the SCOTS DG in the south. N Hr is when we cross Phase Line NEW JERSEY. 
We are to be at ZINC by N+15.5 hours and maybe a lot quicker. Pause on Phase Line ROSE to 
shake out then on again. Guns fire, Apaches go in. SCOTS DG move north with Staffords and 
do Bde attack on ZINC. Routine – heads down, no scrapes. Don’t know how long we will be 
there. Dress state 1. 

The initial plan was to get the tank transporters to lift us up to the Staging Area south of the 
Iraqi border on the evening of 24th February. But things had moved more quickly than had 
been anticipated. We were ordered to track up to the Staging Area. It was a night move. 

 

Desert Storm breaks. D Squadron leaving Staging Area 3, just south of the Saudi/Iraq border 
berm. 

Tape recording 

(Sounds in background of tank engine changing gear as the Challenger is on the move). It’s 
now twenty past seven on G Day. We have moved early from the Regimental Staging Area up 
on the way to the Staging Area itself. We moved a lot earlier than we thought. Nearly, about 15 
hours before we thought we would have to move. So, obviously things are going quite well on 
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the other side of the border and we have heard that the Big Red One have caught 1,000 POWs 
so far and they’re continuing to press on. It’s obviously dark here now but everyone is driving 
with dipped headlights on. It just shows you the measure of our arrogance or confidence that 
the Iraqi air patrols aren’t going to make it through here. Looking behind me now I can see the 
convoy stretching back for miles, miles and miles back into the desert. B Squadron are point 
Squadron for 7 Armoured Brigade as we go through the breach. We have been tasked to go for 
a target called ZINC which looks like it’s a Brigade of T-62s from 52nd Armoured Division. 

In a slightly surreal start to our war time experience we drove north in convoy, not tactically, 
but with our headlights blazing. With my head out of the turret I looked back down a long 
convoy of headlights snaking back into the desert. We had by now achieved not just air 
superiority but air supremacy. After a month of pounding the Iraqi Air Force and its bases, it 
was just not possible that any Iraqi aircraft could have got airborne and attacked this 
vulnerable target. 

Some hours later we arrived in the Staging Area. From here we would leave for the breach. No 
bivvies went up in case we had to move quickly so we dossed down on a roll mat next to our 
tanks or on the back decks where the cooling, ticking engines kept us warm. In the distance I 
heard the sounds of a lot of multiple rocket launchers in action. 

O Group points. Staging Area 3, 2200hrs, Sunday 24th February. We were given a map of the 
locations of enemy units on objective ZINC. Two tank Bns, one tank Coy, three Mech Bns, one 
Mech Coy and an M-30 arty Bn. Spread out on Phase Line ROSE. Bde formation will be QRIH 
leading with Staffords and SCOTS DG following. N hr is when Div cross NEW JERSEY. At N+4 
4 Bde will be on objective BRONZE and secure it by N+11. At N+9 7 Bde will be on COPPER. 
QRIH mission is to move as Fire Support Group (FSG) on ZINC to support remainder of Bde 
assaulting. We are to bypass all enemy up to Phase Line ROSE. Other battlegroups will take 
out anything else. We fix the enemy for the attack. Watch southwards for enemy coming up 
from south. There will be a replen in the FUP. 

 25th February 1991 

Early in morning there was a last opportunity to get the Squadron’s officers together for an 
Orders Group. The American were reporting light defences with no tanks. There are already 
10,000 POWs in this sector. It is being reported that they are fighting from a distance and when 
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the Allies get up close, they’re chucking the towel in. The enemy Brigade in front of us are 
assessed as being the worst Brigade of the worst Division in the Kuwait Theatre of Operations. 
Sounds good. 

O Group points. Staging Area 3, 0820hrs, Monday 25th February. 7 Bde will be the first to clear 
Phase Line NEW JERSEY. The Bde centerline will be the far end of the FUP. Little enemy 
between Phase Line NEW JERSEY and Objective ZINC. If see CVR(T) in front, they’re 
friendlies. Waypoints issued for Trimble satnav. NBC dress state 1. In the FUP stay wide, 100-
150m between vehicles. B-52s are on ZINC now. Faults into Tiffy. 

It could be the last time that the officers of D Squadron would see each other until the war was 
over or if any of us were killed in the forthcoming action. We marked up our maps with the new 
phase lines to be reached and the new enemy positions to be assaulted. We shook hands and 
went back to our Troops to brief them. Last minute maintenance, food and other admin was 
taking place. And then the order came to move. 

 

Four Zero approaching the border. So many units were trying to get through the breach at the 
same time that it fast became the Mother of All Traffic jams on the south side of the border. 

Tape recording 

It’s now ten o’clock on the morning of the 25th and we have just had orders to move up, cross 
the border, and move up to sit behind the 3rd US Brigade because the breach has expanded 
up to the rear of our intended FUP. The orders are to move on as quickly as possible through 
COPPER which is basically very lightly defended and onto ZINC which is the Brigade position, 
which is our, 7 Brigade’s, target to attack. We expect to get up to the FUP by about twelve 
o’clock this morning. 

The snaking line of tanks moved slowly forward and then halted, in the Mother of All Traffic 
Jams. 

 Tape recording 

We’re now six kilometres from the border. And we’re just about to leave Saudi Arabia and 
enter Iraq. We have waited so long – more than an hour and a half so far – that we have turned 
our engines off to conserve diesel. It’s quiet apart from the occasional sound of artillery in the 
distance. S 

lightly surreal knowing that this is not a range practice, but those rounds are being fired in 
anger. We’re getting reports that the Americans are hitting everything, which doesn’t sound as 
though there is going to be a lot left for us, which might be no bad thing. The Iraqis are 
reporting on the World Service that they are repelling us everywhere. Every man and his dog is 
trying to squeeze through the gap in the border that has been opened up for us. It required 
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quite a bit of traffic management to sort it all out. It would have been another fabulous target 
for the enemy if they had known we were there and had the capacity to hit us. 

 Tape recording 

We’re now stuck in a traffic jam about five hundred metres from the double berm which marks 
the border. There’s a bit of traffic crossing to our front and there are quite a lot of American 
vehicles that we can see the other side of the border. And we have just past some artillery 
positions which have been deserted. Allied positions, which still had quite a lot of shells left 
around them. 

Eventually we got going again. We approached the border berm. A big sign had been placed 
on top of the berm. ‘Welcome to Iraq’. It was signed ‘Courtesy the Big Red One’. Two soldiers 
waved us through the breach. We were closed down – all hatches were secured. The NBC pack 
was pushing filtered air into the tank creating an overpressure inside the vehicle’s living space 
which would make it more difficult for chemical agents to infiltrate through hatch seals. This 
was the point at which all the int had indicated Saddam was most likely to launch a chemical 
attack against us. The main armament was loaded with FIN. The co-ax was loaded. Even my 
useless Commander’s GPMG was loaded. We were ready for battle. We entered enemy 
territory along a track cleared of mines and marked with tape and day glow poles. 

We passed a number of abandoned US artillery positions piled high with used 155mm shell 
cases. The guns had moved on, but the evidence of the previous night’s barrage remained. 
Urby broke down in the breach. He got left behind as tanks by-passed him and even the Fitter 
Section couldn’t help him. He was abandoned to 2nd line support which would sweep him up 
as they came through the breach sometime later. No shots had been fired and I had just lost a 
third of my Troop’s fighting capability and the Squadron had lost 8% of its firepower, because 
of an engine failure. We continued along the taped off corridor, motoring along quite fast one 
behind the other in a daylight convoy. Were we crossing a minefield or was there just nothing 
but desert on either side of us. Either way it didn’t matter. 

 

The Challengers of 7th Armoured Brigade lead the way. Crown Copyright. 

Tape recording 

(Sounds in the background of the tank on the move). We’re now some fifteen kilometres into 
Iraq. We passed the double berm along a marked corridor. We have passed a number of 
artillery positions. And it’s pretty much clear so far. 

We continued 40km into south eastern Iraq such was the bridgehead that the Big Red One had 
secured during their first night of operations. The strategic plan of a ‘big left hook’ around the 
main Iraqi defences in southern Kuwait seemed to be paying off. Resistance was next to non-
existent, it appeared. At the end of the marked area, we fanned out in arrowhead formation in 
our Forming Up Position ready to take up the advance into enemy territory. We were the 
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Brigade fire support Regiment – three Squadrons of Challengers to suppress the enemy 
position while the infantry battlegroup closed with the objective – so we had lost one 
Squadron to the Staffords and had no Infantry ourselves. 

 Tape recording 

We have now moved right up to the FUP just south of NEW JERSEY. Someone was just telling 
us that there are friendly forces about four Ks to our front. We are about to cross NEW 
JERSEY in about five or ten minutes and then we’ll be out pretty much into enemy country on 
our way to COPPER. Apparently the Tawaklana (Division of the RGFC) are moving south about 
thirty Ks to our north and we might see them at some time. Wait out. 

4th Troop were on the left rear wing of the arrowhead. The Sqn HQ tanks were in the centre 
behind the point tank. We were still within the Coalition protected area, the ground seized by 
the Big Red One, but from here we would move forward to take up the advance from the 
Americans. D Squadron were the point Squadron for The Queen’s Royal Irish Hussars 
Battlegroup who were the point Battlegroup for 7th Armoured Brigade who were the point 
Brigade for 1st (UK) Armoured Division who were the point Division for the 7th Corps. We were 
the tip of the Allied spear. We were now just 2,000m behind the frontline, shaken out into 
arrowhead formation. The fuel bowser came around to give us all a quick squirt of juice. From 
now on it was fuel, ammunition and water that would get us through combined with our 
training, determination, fighting spirit and our wagons. Tiffy, the Squadron’s Artificer Sergeant 
Major or Chief Mechanic, pulled up alongside me in his 432 vehicle. He had a huge .50 calibre 
machine gun mounted in front of him which he had grasped in both hands. Under his walrus 
moustache his mouth was a beaming smile. Tiffy was going to war too. 

 25th February 1991 

Advance to contact. 

At 1515hrs the Battlegroup radio net opened up in my left ear. It was the CO. His hunting horn 
blasted a few notes over the air waves. ‘Tally Ho! Tally Ho!’ he called. We were off. Soon we 
passed through the US frontline and we were it. Everything in front of us was the enemy to be 
shot and destroyed or to have their surrender taken. After ten rather dull minutes or ernie-ing 
across the rather dull, undulating desert we sighted a string of camels and their herder 
passing north to south in front of us. We did the decent thing and stopped until he had passed 
across our bows. And so, did the whole of the Allied advance. 

 

D Squadron leads for the brigade and, incidentally, the point of the allied thrust into south east 
Iraq. 

Tape recording 

It’s three forty-five and we have crossed NEW JERSEY. We’re in the bad guy’s land now. And 
we’re heading north east at the moment to COPPER. The Tawaklana are moving south west 
towards us. Out there somewhere. We’re moving in diamond formation. We’re at the rear of the 
Squadron. We’re in cleared ground for the next five Ks and then we’re into the uncleared 
territory where we’ll have to be a bit more careful. 
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A few minutes later I caught a brief glimpse, looking through magnified my gun sight, of a US 
Apache attack helicopter wheeling over a target at low level throwing up a cloud of dust and 
sand some distance to our front. 

 Tape recording 

It’s now four fifteen in the afternoon and we have gone firm on LARCH. 

Then the enemy appeared. Three Iraqi soldiers came from nowhere, hands held high. We 
swept past them leaving them for someone else to pick up – we could barely fit in the tank 
ourselves let alone carry along three Iraqi POWs. The point Troop sighted an Iraqi T-55. Can 
we fire? Should we fire? Can I have clearance to fire? They hadn’t really got hold of the fact 
that we were in a free fire zone and that the enemy could be engaged where seen. Shoot first, 
send a contact report, prosecute the engagement until the enemy threat was eliminated, move 
on. Clearance to shoot was eventually given and then the tank about to take the shot had a 
computer malfunction. Immediately the tank next door slammed a FIN round into the T-55 
sending the ancient turret bowling across the desert. Blooded, but we were laughing at the 
farce of it. It was more like a bad exercise than a war. 

 Tape recording 

It’s now seven o’clock on D+1 and we’re sitting on the line ROSE having had six Iraqis 
surrender to us. They were just wandering over the horizon. They got picked up by the Fitters 
and told to walk back down the centreline. We had a contact with Three Zero. Some berms or 
something. And they said they’d engage it. Then they failed to fire their gun. Then Three Two 
had a problem with their CCMU (fire control computer) and the whole thing went for a bag of 
crap. The guns were going to fire then the guns weren’t allowed to fire. And now it’s night. The 
rain is coming down. Visibility is crap. And we’re just holding on this line waiting for 
something to happen. Everyone has done their TOGS servicing but that has made no 
difference. And we’re just waiting out for supper. 

As dusk came on, we continued our advance eastwards. The weather closed in on us too. 
Rain, sand and probably unseen clouds of pollution from the burning oil wells which the Iraqis 
had fired in Kuwait were whipped around the battlefield by the wind. Those wells and the lakes 
of burning oil would have been a formidable obstacle if we had been making a frontal assault 
through southern Kuwait but we weren’t. The probe into southern Kuwait was a feint and the 
west was where we were coming from. The weather degraded the thermal picture on our 
thermal gun sight to such an extent that we could barely see the tank in front thermally, let 
alone visually, and we certainly couldn’t see the enemy. Convoy lights were switched on – 
these are small lights at the rear of the tank which shone down on a square of black and white 
vertical lines so that the tank behind could follow the one on front at night. We rarely used 
them on exercises in West Germany and we weren’t supposed to at war. Then the Trimble 
satellites dipped over the horizon and we had nothing to go on. It was too dangerous to go on. 
Blundering around the desert when we could hardly see each other and didn’t know where we 
were. We came to a halt on leading edge of a position marked ZINC on our maps. 

My head ached liked hell. The atmospherics through both radio networks had been hell all day 
and there was a constant, vicious static coming into my head over both the radio nets that I 
was monitoring. Left ear battlegroup, right ear Squadron, both ears the tank. In Germany we 
had been used to what we called the Turkish taxi drivers coming onto our radio nets. This 
could have been atmospherics from Turkey or, more likely, it was the Soviets in the Harz 
Mountains to the east, rebroadcasting on our frequencies to mess us around and see what 
reaction we made. But the static that night in Iraq had been unbelievable, like white noise 
torture. 

Despite the rain, I could do with a leg stretch. The Squadron was deployed in line abreast 
facing east. I unclipped the hatch and threw it back. Rain immediately started splashing my 
face. Fresh air, maybe. I pulled myself up and out of the turret, helmet still on, the radio’s long, 
curly umbilical cord stretching back into the tank, so I was still connected.  

I pushed the hatch down again to stop the rain filling up the tank. From the turret I stepped 
down on the back decks where warm air from the cooling fans flowed up through the louvers 
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of armoured decking. I took my helmet off and relished the relief from the static. It was pitch 
black.  

And just a reminder of another desert war: 

Old men remember & re-living the horror of 
Tobruk.  

 

At Close Range: Life and Death in the Artillery 
Regiment 1939-45 
By Peter Hart: Profile Book, pp. 575, £25,  Reviewed by Malcolm Allinson, The 
Spectator.  

‘OLD MEN FORGET; yet all shall be forgot,/ But he’ll remember, with advantages,/ What feats 
he did that day.’ Peter Hart quotes the St Crispin’s Day speech aptly, for as an oral historian at 
the Imperial War Museum, he’s done his bit over the years to record memories. By the 1980s 
the IWM’s sound archive had amassed an impressive collection of interviews with veterans of 
the first world war, and so began on those of the second. 

 At Close Range weaves the recollections of 50 veterans (an unusually high number for a 
single unit) from what, as Hart puts it, some might consider a relatively obscure regiment, into 
a continuous narrative of five years’ campaigning — ‘from the traumatic excitement of action 
to the banalities of life as a soldier at war’. 

That was the 107th Regiment, Royal Horse Artillery (South Nottinghamshire Hussars), former 
Yeomanry cavalry who’d been converted to artillery in 1922. As territorials, ‘weekend soldiers’, 
the yeomen-gunners were local men who knew each other and their families, but with the 
passing of Leslie Hore-Belisha’s (universal) Military Training Act in April 1939, they were 
suddenly joined, says Hart, by men who knew that if they didn’t become territorials they’d 
ultimately be conscripted and probably end up in the infantry.  

Coming from families who’d perhaps lost men in the Sherwood Foresters in profligate Great 
War offensives, who could blame them?  

The South Notts Hussars were embodied (the equivalent of ‘mobilised’ in the regular army) in 
September 1939 and sent the following year with the 1st Cavalry Division, who were still 
mounted, to Palestine. 

 Equipped with the first world war 18-pounder, modified with pneumatic tyres and hauled by 
mechanical- rather than horse-power, but facing no German threat, they spent the Phoney War 
in relative comfort.  But when Mussolini threw in with Hitler in June 1940 they moved to the 
Western Desert and converted to the new 25-pounder howitzer. Now things got serious. 
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Hart is at pains to stress that what matters in the book is ‘the men who fought the battles: not 
the grand strategy, the operational theories, the tactical minutiae’. In fact, for those with an 
interest in tactical minutiae, the book is a treasure trove. We learn, for example, from 
Bombardier (Corporal) Ray Ellis, evidently a keen artillerist, that besides being far more 
accurate (‘you could almost drop two shells in the same hole’), the 25-pounder was pleasingly 
more lethal:  

“When the shell landed the fragmentation was very tiny. A big shell may shatter into no more 
than 20 splinters which could hit or miss —but the 25-pounder fragmented into tiny little 
pieces, which never got much above knee high as it spread. It was a great killer and — as an 
artilleryman looking for something that will kill — it was a far more efficient projectile.  

But disaster befell the regiment at Tobruk in 1942 when the Germans came on the scene. The 
besieged garrison was ordered to fight to the last round. The accounts of casualties 
overwhelming the medical resources are harrowing in the extreme. What remained of the 
regiment was able to break out just before the fortress fell, to be almost annihilated a month 
later in a rear-guard action covering the withdrawal of Eighth Army to the Egyptian border.  

The remnants were cobbled together as a single sub-unit and incorporated in the 7th Medium 
Regiment RA. One of the sergeants recalled: “The battery was formed out of a lot of rag-tags: 
cooks, office clerks, quartermaster stores blokes, quite a few had prison service for desertion! 
The number of Nottingham people was probably about 10 per cent. All sorts of people were 
being flung together to try and make this battery with a bunch of new officers.  

As a medium rather than a field battery, they were re-equipped with the brand new 5.5” calibre 
gun, which could hurl four times the 25-pounder’s weight of shell nearly ten miles. Their war 
would now be at longer range and more ‘industrial’, but, as a high priority for German counter-
battery fire, just as dangerous. El Alamein, Tunis and Sicily followed, before they returned to 
England to be reconstituted in regimental strength to take part in the Normandy landings, and 
then on to the Rhine.  

Besides death, there is much life in these pages, though even the humorous interludes can be 
tinged with pathos. An officer went to a café in liberated France in the hope of finding Giselle, 
the owner’s daughter, more receptive than in 1940: 

“I said ‘Would you like to come down to Lille for  the evening?’ ‘Yes.’ We got to this hotel in 

Lille, not a very expensive hotel, had a meal and went to bed. 

Waking next morning, he found that Giselle ‘had her hair shaved off and her hairpiece was 
lying by the side of the bed! She was in tears that I’d found out.’  

The regiment fired their last salvo on 24 April 1945, just a fortnight before the surrender; but 
Hart goes on to record the experiences of occupation, the frustration of waiting to go home, 
and then the difficulties — social, mental and economic — of discharge. Some of it makes for 
uncomfortable reading.  

Memory can play false, of course, but these recollections, admirably curated, have 
authenticity. 

 

 

 
 
 


